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**Exploring the Universe**

By FRANKLIN S. HARRIS, JR.

Bentonite is a form of clay which has the curious property of absorbing from three to seven times its volume of water and expanding to more than six times its original volume. Dams and walls of reservoirs are sealed by making a soupy mud of bentonite and forcing it under pressure into the sand or gravel beds.

Cobra venom is reported to relieve the severe pain of cancer, locomotor ataxia, and some other conditions without any dulling or depressing effect on the mind, giving instead a stimulating effect. Given in suitable doses nearly two-thirds of a group of patients suffering from advanced cancer were relieved of pain by the venom. At least half of those treated having chronic arthritis, neuritis, and neuralgia have found some relief from pain. Though the effect in relief of pain is slower than morphine, it lasts longer.

The largest fresh-water fish in the world, the arapaima, lives in the waters of the Guianas in South America. It grows as long as fifteen feet but is sluggish and stays near the bottoms of the rivers.

By use of the spectroscope to analyze light coming from it, the north Pole Star has been found to comprise two stars revolving around each other in four days, a third star in a period of twelve years, and a fourth star revolving in a period of about twenty thousand years.

The Mississippi River has made many changes in its course. By cutting through narrow necks of land it has straightened and shortened its course by as much as thirty miles. These cutoffs have placed river towns into rural districts and built up sand-bars and forests in front of them. By moving sidewise at Hard Times, Louisiana, the river is two miles west of the region it used to occupy. The original site of the settlement is not now in Louisiana but on the other side of the river in the state of Mississippi.

Many leguminous crops would be benefited by the presence in the soil of the proper strains of those nodule-forming bacteria which fix nitrogen from the air. Tests with garbanzos in California have shown that larger yields can be obtained by inoculating the seed with the proper strain of these bacteria. (Concluded on page 196)
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PLANTING TIME IS PRECIOUS . . .
throughout every stage of soil preparation
and planting you can SAVE TIME and do a
better job with the

EIMCO

Designed by men who know tractor problems through many years of actual Utah
farming experience, and manufactured right here in Salt Lake City, the Power-Horse
is the only tractor made that replaces horses completely and successfully—yet out-
performs them many times over.

Positive Drive to All Four Wheels Gives Far Greater
Pulling Power—Promotes Safety

Final drive on the Eimco Power-Horse is through roller chains and sprockets, running
in a bath of oil, to each of the four wheels—with no universal joints or
differential gearing. This means that you always have traction so long as
one wheel is on firm ground, and
that no wheel can "spin" under any conditions. The pulling power of the
Power-Horse is always astounding to
anyone using it for the first time, be-
cause the front wheels are not merely
pushed ahead—instead, they pull, climb
and virtually lift the machine over ob-
stacles of any kind. THE POWER-
HORSE IS THE ONLY WHEELED TRAC-
TOR THAT CAN BE OPERATED EFFI-
cIENTLY AND SAFELY ON ROUGH OR
SLIPPERY GROUND AND STEEP SIDE
HILLS. Four speeds, forward and re-
verse, assure ample power, minimum
fuel consumption.

Power Steering Practically Eliminates Fatigue
Permits Driving With Two Lines From Any Attached Vehicle or Implement—Gives
Unequaled Maneuverability

Starting, Stopping, Reversing and
Steering of the Power-Horse are accom-
plished by means of a simple, sturdy,
potential control mechanism, operating
in a bath of oil within a sealed com-
partment, which permits "driving" the
machine with two lines from any posi-
tion the operator prefers. He can be
seated on the Power-Horse itself, walk-
ing beside it, or seated on any attached
vehicle or implement. Whereas the best
any other tractor can do is to stop one

side, or wheel and swing the other
around, the Power-Horse can REVERSE
one side while the other goes forward.
This permits turning the Power-Horse
on its own wheel base and gives such
amazing flexibility of operation that
time and money are saved at every row-
end. Steering fatigue is practically
eliminated because a light pull, or re-
lease, of one or both lines is the only
effort required, no matter how rough the
ground or how sharp the turn.

Many Other Money-Saving Advantages Described in Booklet

Scores of Power-Horses are saving
big money for their users RIGHT NOW
on farms and ranches throughout Utah
and adjoining states. Our illustrated
12-page booklet not only gives com-
plete information regarding mechan-
tical features, but also shows how and
why they mean money in the pocket of
every row-crop farmer. Write to-day for a free copy, or use the convenient
coupon. You'll receive a booklet BY
MAIL. No salesman will call unless
invited.

THE EIMCO CORPORATION
634-666 South 4th West
Salt Lake City, Utah

No other tractor can maneuver a spreader in and out of
corn or hayfield so easily as the Eimco Power-Horse.
Its positive drive to all four wheels gives ample traction—
even on slippery barnyard ground.

With this 16-inch "horse-drawn" two-way plow, the
Power-Horse pulls a deep furrow in second speed at more
than three miles per hour. Only a few seconds are re-
quired to unhook from the plow and hook on to a harrow.

Equal division of weight and tractive power between its
four large billygo tires enables the Power-Horse to pull a
harrow over newly-plowed ground with less packing down
of the soil than is possible with any other type of wheeled
tractor.

When pulling a "horse-drawn" grain drill with the
Eimco Power-Horse, you don’t have to wonder whether the
seed is feeding properly. You can sit on the drill and
watch it operate—just as you would with a well-trained
team.

POWER-HORSE BOOKLETS, DEMONSTRA-
TIONS, etc., can also be secured through the fol-
lowing authorized Sales Agents: J. Lee Anderson,
Oak City, Utah; C. G. Miner, Springfield, Utah;
Clyde Rosenberry, St. George, Utah; H. A. Young,
Mt. Pleasant, Utah; Raymond Dunston, Palisade,
Colorado; J. C. Wiant, Dillon, Montana; Ross Hale,
Pocatello, Idaho; Coffey & Williams, Burley, Idaho.

THE EIMCO CORPORATION
Box 300, Salt Lake City, Utah

Please send me the Power-Horse Booklet with
the understanding that no charge or obligation
of any kind will be incurred.

NAME

OCCUPATION

ADDRESS
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(Concluded from page 193)

A very promising method of controlling Bang’s disease in cattle has been found in calf and heifer vaccination. This method has been successful in completely ridding one herd of infection, and wider use is being tried.

A new method of controlling rodents, and their fleas, has been developed, good for year-round use. A small quantity of liquid methyl bromide is applied at each burrow opening.

Studies on heredity and chicken eggs have found that the percentage of firm albumen in the eggs is an inherited characteristic.

It has been found that windbreaks have a marked influence in increasing both the size and quality of fruit produced by well-protected orange trees.

In southern California there are more than two thousand miles of windbreaks.

The horsetail weed is a natural gold miner. When it grows in soil with a gold content it absorbs the gold; hence gold-prospecting can be done by burning the plant and analyzing the ashes. Tin, nickel, silver, copper, and other metals can be similarly located by plants concentrating them from the soil.

Performance reading tests have uniformly shown that Old English is read about twelve percent more slowly than ordinary type face.

When the rush of water in the Saguenay River, Quebec, was too swift to permit the building of a foundation for a power dam, the dam was built standing on one end on a bank of the river. This concrete block of eleven thousand tons, ninety-two feet high, forty-five wide, and forty thick, was toppled across the river into its permanent place by a properly placed dynamite charge of a thousand pounds.
You'll be "ON TOP OF THE JOB" with
McCormick-Deering
HAY MACHINES

Choose from the reliable McCormick-Deering Hay Machine line this year for a quick, clean job. It's complete in every respect, whether you put hay away in mow or stack, chop it green for the silo, or bale it from the windrow.

There are mowers for practically any size and make of tractor, and a new Zerol-gear Horse-Drawn Mower. You have a choice of two pickup balers, besides a complete list of dump rakes, tedders, side-delivery rakes, sweep rakes, loaders, green crop loaders, hay choppers, stackers, and hay presses.

See your McCormick-Deering dealer for information on any hay machine, or write us for descriptive catalog.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
180 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

The NEW McCormick-Deering No. 15 Pickup Baler means high-quality hay production, with a minimum of labor and equipment, for the average diversified farm. Valuable food elements are retained in windrow baling, as leaf loss is greatly reduced.

The No. 15 bales from 1 to 2 tons an hour. Our catalog on baling hay and combined straw will tell you all about it. Drop us a post card; we'll be glad to send you full information.
Half a Haircut

But on your car any halfway job is a botch.

The engine's full of poison, remember, as long as it's full of scratchy Winter oil. Today then, drain and refill for Spring... But be more than half fair to yourself and your engine... Get it drained, refilled and Oil-Plated besides—all at the one same cost—all in mere minutes, at Your Mileage Merchant's Conoco station.

His patented Germ Processed oil contains a man-made extra "energizer." And this bonds Oil-Plating to working parts as closely as the plating on body parts. Then Oil-Plating can't all drain down. As long as you use Germ Processed oil, the Oil-Plating stays plated up—every mile—every hour at the curb—or standing overnight. That's why your Oil-Plated engine is protected in advance against the worst old starting wear... much as if your Germ Processed oil hadn't even quit circulating!

Likewise, when the sun and the speedometer both swing high, the Oil-Plating isn't all thinning out and drizzling down. It stays plated up against needless wear. And that's more than half of the battle for oil economy.

Change to Germ Processed oil that Oil-Plates. Today! Continental Oil Company

DOLLS UP FIFI

CONOCO GERM PROCESSED OIL

OIL-PLATES YOUR ENGINE

The Whole Thing for Spring

DELICIOUS Natural Cheese

PIMENTO AGED CHEDDAR DUTCH LUNCH

Conference Broadcast

By Andrew M. Andersen

The colors in the great audience blend like those of windswept fields of wild flowers on brown hills. From the pulpit come the clearly spoken words of Richard Evans.

"Do not punctuate the broadcast with coughing," he says. "We are speaking to an uncounted multitude—to the far places of the earth."

A reverie descends, gentle as sleep. The present recedes, wringing the colors of their vividness as though blighted by northern frosts. But the faces looking towards their speaker become bearded and sun tanned. In the pulpit stands a stocky man.

"There are gratifying reports," he announces. "We have just dedicated Palestine. A hundred missionaries are in Europe."

Then he quotes an ancient prophecy. "And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world."

Like a cloud edging the sun comes a realistic doubt to the mind. "How can these things be brought about? The messengers are so pitifully few. Men are born into the world faster than all the missionaries can reach them. It is as though a tiny mountain stream dreams of watering all of the deserts on earth."

But there is neither qualification nor uncertainty in the speaking of the prophecy.

"And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world."

Time marches across the years with a steady step. Color returns into the scene below as if a few spring flowers have survived the frosts. Other men, one by one, step behind the sacred pulpit, speak, and then pass into eternity. Snatches of their messages come across the spaces to the terraced balcony.

"We have missionaries in Japan. There are a thousand missionaries in the world."

Like an antistrope, there is always the refrain of the prophecy.

"And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world."

The conferences grow larger. From poplar-shaded villages on the banks of the Muddy, the Rio Virgin, the Snake, and from other distant places come the Saints, seeking the things that are eternal. The tabernacle overflows. Authorities are assigned to address the meetings on the grounds outside. Then loud speakers carry the messages from the tabernacle itself.

"We have opened the South American Mission. "We have established a stake of Zion on the Pacific coast." "We have two thousand missionaries in the field."

(Concluded on page 230)
BUY YOUR BEET TOOLS
THE RIGHT WAY—THE 3-T WAY

Here's a sugar beet cultivator that's easy to handle, makes real speed in your fields and is economical to operate. It's Oliver. And it's midship mounted on the biggest "little" tractor ever built—the new Oliver 60.

This midship mounting is a real feature. Your cultivator is right up in front where you can see what you are doing. This mounting holds the tools in position and parallel to the ground. No matter what depth they're set, they'll follow the contour of the ground and every shovel enters the ground alike.

Here's the way to prove this to yourself. It's the Oliver Think Talk. Test formula—Think about all the things you want a tractor and cultivator to do on your farm—how you want 'em done—the kind of performance you demand. Then, talk to your neighbors and friends who own Oliver equipment and find out how it performs for them. Then, test. Make your own test of an Oliver 60 with a mounted four or six-row beet cultivator in your own fields. Put them through the stiffest rows you know how. Then you'll know why we say, "When You Think, Talk. Test—We Think You'll Find Oliver's Best."

OLIVER SUPERIOR NO. 9 BEET DRILL

Try this one out in your field, too. The No. 9 sows with precision, because it has the Superior double run force feed. It gives you uniform depth and covering. If you wish you can have it equipped with Kelly or Blackfoot boot and a fertilizer attachment with the famous Oliver finger feed.

OLIVER NO. 44 BEET CULTIVATOR
Highly efficient, light in draft and easily operated is the Oliver No. 44 Beet Cultivator. For cultivating four rows in irrigated sections or bedded rows carrying wheels can be set on 36", 40" or 42" centers. Fertilizer side dressing attachment available.

MAIL THIS COUPON
Fill in, clip and mail this coupon today for free demonstration and information.

MOUNTAIN STATES IMPLEMENT CO.
OGDEN, UTAH

12 CENTRALLY LOCATED BRANCHES

Ogden, Utah Logan, Utah Shelley, Idaho Idaho Falls, Idaho
Rexburg, Idaho Rupert, Idaho Tremonton, Utah Murray, Utah
Preston, Idaho Blackfoot, Idaho Twin Falls, Idaho Buhl, Idaho

Mountain States Implement Co.
Ogden, Utah
IE-4-41
I want to test an Oliver 60 tractor on my place. Also send me free folders on the 60, Oliver Superior Beet Drills and Beet Cultivators.

Name

Town

State

RFD

I farm

acres.
LOOKING BACK AT

Ancient America

By WILLIAM and DEWEY FARNSWORTH
Publishers of "Buried Empires of South America" and "Grandeurs of Ancient America."

KABAH

The city of Kabah is directly south of the great city of Uxmal in Yucatan. The first view discloses a huge mound or platform of stone, containing no less than eight million cubic feet of solid stone cemented and surmounted by splendid buildings of astonishing proportions. One immense structure is the temple of justice containing many rooms, some of which are so badly ruined it is impossible to estimate their number.

THE COLOSSAL HEAD OF HUEYAPA

In the vicinity of Vera Cruz in the little village of Tres Zapotes, recent remarkable discoveries have been made. One is in the form of a giant stone head, skillfully carved from a large block of basalt which had become blackened from exposure to the elements. The head terminates at the neck, resting on a foundation of unworked stones.

THE GREAT ARCH OF LABNA

(Below)

The ancient ruined structures of Central America present one great contrast to modern architecture. In the absence of the arch, the Mayas were greatly restricted in their architectural achievements because they never discovered the principal of the true arch. Their temple walls were very thick and high, being divided into single chambers which were extraordinarily narrow in comparison to their length and height. Perhaps their chief reason for constructing their buildings in this manner was that it permitted the erection of a very lofty and imposing roof comb, which could be easily spanned by the overlapping single stones. As there are usually exceptions to the general rule, so there appears to be in the matter of the arch as in the ruined city of Labna situated in the interior of Yucatan, where stands a celebrated Maya arch. This is a perfect specimen of this principle of architectural development and for nearly a thousand years has withstood the ravages of the elements and is still in sound condition.
A Word of Caution Concerning the Grand Coulee Project, Washington

BY C. ORVAL STOTT
Executive Secretary, Church Agricultural Advisory Committee

Before land is purchased under the Grand Coulee Project in the State of Washington, our people are urged to find out for themselves the location, the quality of soil, and when irrigation water will be delivered. People should know the facts and then act accordingly. It would be well for prospective purchasers to obtain information from the Church Agricultural Advisory Committee, 10 So. Main, Salt Lake City, or write the Reclamation Service, Washington, D. C., or Coulee Dam, Washington.

The following paragraphs are brief excerpts quoted from recent releases of the Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation:

"I wish I could get the word to everybody that all the land which is to be irrigated by the Columbia Basin Project is being appraised impartially by the Government, and that these appraisals will be made available free to those who inquire. There is no reason for anyone to be in a hurry to buy land in the area if he intends to farm it by irrigation from the project, since the irrigation canals have not as yet been begun and cannot be ready for use in several years."

"Although Grand Coulee Dam is nearing completion, the irrigation system must be constructed before water can be made available to irrigate any of the land. At the rate of construction planned, 50,000 acres will receive water in 1944, and thereafter from 50,000 to 70,000 acres or more will be added each year, until all of the 1,200,000 acres receive water, which will probably take about 25 years."

"All irrigable land held in private ownership by any one owner in excess of 40 irrigable acres (80 acres for husband and wife) shall be designated as excess land, and as such shall not be entitled to receive water from said project, and no owner of such excess land shall receive water therefrom for any part of the lands owned by him if and so long as he shall refuse to sell any excess lands owned or held by him, under terms and conditions satisfactory to the Secretary of Interior and at prices fixed in the appraisals made and approved as provided by the Act."

"The Bureau of Reclamation, in cooperation with 40 other agencies of the Federal, State, and local Government, industries, educational institutions, and civic organizations, has launched joint investigations to plan for the successful settlement and development of the Columbia Basin area. Anyone interested can obtain additional information by writing to the Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation, Washington, D. C., or the Supervising Engineer, Bureau of Reclamation, Coulee Dam, Washington."

The fields covered are too numerous to (Concluded on page 232)
Your rich voice vibrates echoes of the past;
In it we hear the chant of pioneers,
Legato notes of plodding oxen hoofs
And wagon wheels that turn back through the years.

They take us to a grove of tall white pines
With winged coloratures; where Boreas plays,
And draws his rhythmic notes from fine-strung boughs
With deep crescendos in rich overtures.

In thundering notes we hear the bison hoofs
Of herds whose hides were boiled down for the glue,
And chiming scales of axes forming pipes,
And hum of saws as they assembled you.

Small wonder your great chest expands with pride
And echoes that past caravan’s refrain!
What other organ’s voice has laced the earth
And made God’s white pine forest live again?

By Edna S. Dustin

The Organ Speaks
I call to mind that my first public speech in Tooele, sixty-one years ago, lasted seven and one-half minutes, and I told everything I could think of in that seven and one-half minutes and part of it I told twice. That night; as we were going out of the meeting, I heard a man say: "Well, it is a pity that if we have to have a boy preside over this stake of Zion, the Authorities of the Church could not find one with sense enough to talk ten minutes."

When I heard that remark—I do not suppose it was intended for my ears; or possibly the party making it intended that I should hear it—it impressed me this way: Here is a man who has come to meeting to find fault. If a person has a desire to find fault with the organization of a stake or of a ward, or of anything else in the Church, he can always find something to find fault about. But if he has a desire to go to a meeting with the intention of sustaining, upholding, and supporting whatever may be decided upon by the Authorities of the Church, he will find something to cause him to rejoice.

As an illustration on the other hand, I met a brother after that meeting who shook hands with me and said: "Every particle of strength and all of the ability that I as an individual possess I pledge to you. I realize what a great task it must be for you as a young man to be called upon to preside over an entire stake of Zion, and you can count on me for the very best that is in me." That is the difference.

We find about what we are looking for in life. As a matter of fact, if you stop to reflect, there was only one living person who had any right to complain about my being made the president of that stake, and that person was Heber J. Grant. I had a very profitable business at the time, making me several thousand dollars a year, that I had to throw over my shoulder when I was made the president of the Tooele Stake of Zion. My income fell off nearly two-thirds. Out of what was left, I had to keep a team and hire a boy to take care of it, and to drive to Garfield Beach every week to meet me and take me back to my home in Tooele, and then I had to travel around the stake.

In addition, I had to pay donations in Tooele and in Salt Lake, because in Salt Lake they said, "You make your living here; you ought to help us." They called on me for assistance in building the Salt Lake Assembly Hall when I was living in Tooele. So my income fell off and my donations increased. I never made a dollar in Tooele during the two years I was president of that stake, and my expenses were very much greater than they had been before. There was no allowance made to stake presidents for expenses, and at that time the Church did not pay a dollar towards the cost of erecting meeting houses; the people did it all themselves. So there was one individual and one only who had any right to complain and that was your humble servant.

John Taylor, the president of the Church, and both of his counselors, and Apostle Francis M. Lyman were the Authorities that came out to Tooele to install me. I suppose they thought it needed an immense amount of authority to put in a young man as the president of that stake, and they were there to do it.

I took it for granted that the Lord wanted me to go there or Brother Taylor would not have been inspired to call me there. I did not want the job. I often said to Brother Lyman: "I would be simply delighted if they would call me on a mission for ten years, with the privilege after ten years of going back to Salt Lake to be born again, financially speaking, instead of being buried alive out here. I can never get out of this job as long as I behave myself. I am stuck here forever; I cannot afford to resign; I know the Gospel is true, and I will stick with it." I did not see any way out of it except to act in such a way that they would put me out of the position.

I had no doubt but that I could do my duty out in Tooele. I had no doubt, notwithstanding my lack of ability, but that I could do my duty in the Church as one of the Apostles and, notwithstanding I felt it was beyond my capacity to be the President of this Church, when, in the providences of the Lord, that call came to me, I had no doubt that I would be given the power to discharge the responsibilities that devolved upon me. I believed that unless the Lord would give me the ability and the power to accomplish the labors that came my way, I never would have been made the President of the Church.

(Concluded on page 255)
Using Names "In Vain"

By Joseph Fielding Smith
Of the Council of the Twelve and Chairman of the Melchizedek Priesthood Committee

A word to stake presidents, bishops, auxiliary heads, and presiding officers throughout the Church concerning the use of titles and offices in the Priesthood and concerning introductions, comments on speakers, unnecessary summaries of what speakers have said, and "multiplying words."

In the revelation on Priesthood given March 28, 1835, the Lord declared that there are "two Priesthoods, namely the Melchizedek and Aaronic, including the Levitical Priesthood." The first, or greater, is called the Melchizedek Priesthood after the name of the righteous king of Salem because he was such a great High Priest. This is done, the Lord declares, "out of respect or reverence to the name of the Supreme Being, to avoid the too frequent repetition of his name."

From the very beginning of time, the sacred name of the Supreme Being has been held in the greatest reverence and respect by the servants of the Lord. We are informed that the true pronunciation of his name by the Hebrews was lost, because they scrupulously avoided mentioning it, substituting in its stead "one or other of the words with whose proper vowel-points it may happen to be written." One of the commandments of the decalogue is: "Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain; for the Lord will not hold him guiltless that taketh his name in vain."

This commandment He repeated frequently through His servants the Prophets and it is further written in the commandments given to Moses. "He that blasphemeth the name of the Lord, he shall surely be put to death."

There is nothing that should be held in more sacred reverence and respect than the name of the Supreme Being and the name of His beloved Son, our Redeemer. Satan puts it into the hearts of men to blaspheme the name of the Lord, and the more vulgar and obscene a man becomes, the greater is his tendency to violate this sacred commandment. It seems a strange thing that characters of this kind are never satisfied to swear in the name of mortal men, but always in the name of Deity, which rebellion seems to be in keeping with their wickedness.

Even in the preaching of the Gospel the Elders of Israel should exercise great care not to repeat these sacred names too frequently and needlessly when other terms of designation will suffice. There are occasions when the use of these sacred names or titles may properly be used, and the Lord, Himself, has given us this privilege, for instance, in the blessings of the Sacrament; but it is well for those who address the congregation of the people to use these holy names sparingly when other expressions will suffice. The term "Lord" whether applied to the Father or the Son is permissible, and in speaking of the Son we may properly refer to Him as our Savior or Redeemer and not always by the familiar use of His name.

Reverence should also be given to other sacred titles or names. Frequently we hear the brethren of the General Authorities addressed on the street and in private conversations as well as in public by their titles or the offices which they hold in the Priesthood. This should be avoided except at the time and place when such usage would be proper. For example it is not the best form to refer to a member of the Quorum of the Twelve as "Apostle ............", either in speaking of him or to him. The Lord has given us the general designation of "Elder" which may be applied to any man holding the Melchizedek Priesthood, and no matter what office a man may hold, it is an honor for him to be so designated and addressed.

It has become customary through long established usage to refer to the first President of the Church as "The Prophet Joseph Smith," or "Joseph Smith, the Prophet." This is permissible because of the great honor which was bestowed upon him and the great work which he accomplished under the hand of the Lord and the fact that he long since departed this mortal life. If he were here, he would be happy to be called, as he was by members of the Church in his day, "Brother Joseph." This was not said in the spirit of familiarity but in the spirit of love and respect.

In addressing a member of the First Presidency it is perfectly proper to say, President Grant, Clark, or McKay, and the same designation should be applied to the President of the Council of the Twelve Apostles. These brethren will take no offense or consider it an act of disrespect if they should be called "Brother," for it is also an honor to belong to the brotherhood of the Church and in fellowship with the faithful members. The proper title by which the members of the Council of the Twelve Apostles and the First Council of Seventy may be called is that of "Elder." This title may also be applied to the members of the Presiding Bishopric, although the title "Bishop" has been used from the beginning and may be without offense, whether applied to the Presiding Bishopric or to other bishops in the Church.

In introducing one of the members of the Council of the Twelve Apostles or of the First Council of Seventy, the brother conducting the exercises in the meeting may say, "Elder ............, or Brother ............, of the Council of the Twelve Apostles, or of the First Council of the Seventy.

The presiding officer in a meeting when introducing a speaker, especially one of the General Authorities of the Church, should not indulge in flattering remarks or make a long eulogy. What may be said should be brief; if there is occasion to make a remark better to identify the speaker it should be given as a matter of explanation or identification without any word that may cause embarrassment to the person so introduced. It has happened at times that the brother conducting the exercises when giving an introduction has taken a good part of the time allotted to the speaker. This is a fault frequently indulged in by inexperienced presiding officers. Brief introductions will be appreciated by the brethren and very brief comments, if any are necessary, at the close of their remarks.
Papa was home! As I stood in the stuffy parlor that had hardly been opened since he left, with its red plush sofa, newly dusted organ, and high book-cases, my very blood seemed waiting and my heart hit like unkind knuckles against my scrawny ribs.

Seeing him again, the last two years seemed like a dream. It seemed only yesterday that he had stood here to say goodbye. The air had had the same weighted stillness, a sort of breathlessness such as a room has when the dead are lying there—a stillness punctuated only by the late-summer drone of bees and the quick chirp of birds.

I had felt myself older and more controlled than either he or my mother as they said goodbye. He had asked us not to cry; yet his own mouth had quivered behind his soft, black beard, and Mother had wept openly on his shoulder. The other children had whined like small puppies—with no idea of why they were whining. I, alone, had not wept.

Papa had taken me into the small green summer-house off the kitchen earlier in the day and explained to me that every Mormon man hoped to fill a mission for his Church, hoped to go out into the world and make converts no matter what personal sacrifices he was called to make. He was to go without "purse or scrip" and the Lord would provide, would open the way for him and for those at home. He concluded by telling me that since I was the oldest child at home my responsibility would be great. I must help Mama care for the smaller children, must take a man's place in caring for the three cows, the chickens, the garden, and the chores. He said, patting my head from his impressive height, "You be a good boy, Neils, and I will give you half a dollar when I come home."

The most I had ever had at one time was a nickel. Fifty cents was all the money in the world. No wonder I could not weep.

Yes, the full significance of the parting had escaped me. After all, I was only eleven. I did not know that Mama was expecting her seventh child; I did not know how far Denmark was from this small Utah town, nor how long two years could be; I did not know how hard money had been to get even when he was home working. I only knew that it was an honor and a privilege for him to go... and that I was to be the man now.

The autumn after he left was golden and sweet. The air was spicy. There were apples from the trees beside the shed, potatoes in the pit, home-cured pork in the cellar.

It was fun to bring the cows from the pasture through the long lane of poplars that were shedding their gold on all sides of me, to feel the cool sand between my bare toes, to go home and see the lamp lighted in the kitchen, the long oil-cloth-covered table set, the children laughing and scampering about the huge cook-stove.

Responsibility rested lightly on me at first; but when winter came and John was born and I had the care of the others and most of the cooking—although Eliza who was nine could help quite a little—I began to know what it meant. I understood more, when the boys would come after me to go on potato fries or bob-sleigh parties—and I couldn’t go.

The second year was the hardest. Most of our food was gone. There was no money to buy more. We had only what we could raise in the garden. Often, that second summer, when I was out in the pasture with the cows, I would eat the tall, green alfalfa to fill up the emptiness in me. I would lie down in it, lose to go home to the meager meal, to the question in the eyes of Jimmie and Manda and Emeline, who couldn’t quite understand. You couldn’t explain missions and tithing to them.

The eggs and milk had to be sold and the money sent to Papa or paid in tithing. For, as Mama said, we had a roof over our heads and something to eat, but Papa had nothing which he did not have to buy; and none of us would have anything—not even life—were it not for the goodness of the Lord.

Still, many a night as I lay on the straw tick which was my bed, I wondered about things. I wondered what Papa was doing. He was so handsome and so smart. Maybe he had met a king or a queen. Maybe he was eating in a palace. Then, I visioned all the good things we had to eat before: big platters of steaming polse, home-cured ham, thick slices of head-cheese, milk warm as it came from the cows or cool and covered with cream after it had stood in the vine-covered window of the rockery. There was no milk now.

But all in all, I didn’t really mind so much. It wasn’t as if I hadn’t known Papa was coming home and was going to reward me for the long hours I had weeded in the sand gathered eggs, and pastured the cows, milked, cleaned the barn, helped in the house, yes, and even gone out and helped a neighbor thin beets or pick fruit to earn a little to give Mama.

Now, Papa was home! Every-(Continued on page 245)
How Well Do Latter-day Saints
PAY THEIR
OBLIGATIONS?

By SPENCER KIMBALL
President of Mount Graham Stake

It has sometimes been intimated that Mormons fail to pay their business obligations because they first pay their tithing and support missionaries, leaving little or nothing with which to liquidate their loans.

To ascertain if this were correct, a survey was made of a complete list of all Graham County, Arizona, borrowers from a public lending institution. There were 162 loans in all which were classified into three groups: loans current, loans delinquent less than one year, and loans delinquent over one year.

Graham County has the larger part of two stakes; namely, the St. Joseph and Mt. Graham. President Jesse A. Udall of the former stake, and the writer, representing the latter stake, secured from the bishops the data as to missionary support, tithing record and size of families of the borrowers.

The analysis of the information obtained tells an interesting story. Of the 162 loans, 120 were members and 42 were not members or the Mormon Church. The 120 Latter-day Saints with an average of 4.99 members in the family were supporting 12 missionaries and more than half of them were paying tithing; whereas the non-Mormons with an average family of 4.5 members were supporting no missionaries and paid no tithing. The L. D. S. group showed a delinquency of 23% as compared with 29% for the non-members.

Having proved the first accusation untrue, let us see how the payment of tithing, size of families, and the support of missionaries within the ranks of the Church compare: Sixty-three tithepayers with 5.43 members to the family are supporting 11 of the 12 missionaries and have a delinquency of only 22% as compared with 4.5 members per family among the non-tithepayers. The latter group of 57 are supporting only 1 of the 12 missionaries, are paying no tithing, and have a delinquency of 25%-3% more than the tithepayers.

Next we compare the non-tithepayers with those who contribute some, the group we sometimes call part-tithepayers: Here the general trend is slightly changed in one particular. The part-tithepayers with families of 5.16 compared with the non-tithepayers' families of 4.5 show a reversal in delinquency of 27% as compared with 25% for the non-tithepayers, but it is noteworthy that the 33 tithepayers in this case are supporting 3 missionaries as compared to the support of one by the 57 non-tithepayers and are making a contribution toward support of the Church.

Following through, we now compare the part and the full tithepayers: It is gratifying to note the results of this comparison. The faithful, full-tithepayer with a family of 5.75 supports 8 of the 12 missionaries and has the lowest delinquency, 17%, as compared to 27% for the part tithepayer with a smaller family and supporting fewer missionaries.

To summarize, we tabulated all groups together:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loans Current</th>
<th>Loans Delinquent Under 1 yr</th>
<th>Loans Delinquent Over 1 yr</th>
<th>Total Delinquent</th>
<th>Tithepayers</th>
<th>Missionaries</th>
<th>Ave. No. Family</th>
<th>Total Loan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. %</td>
<td>No. %</td>
<td>No. %</td>
<td>No. %</td>
<td>No. %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Tithepayers</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part Tithepayers</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Tithepayers</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total L. D. S.</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Mormons</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total or Average</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is a joy and satisfaction to see the results shown in the above chart. Remember, it is no insignificant venture to endeavor in these times to support a large family of 5.75 people, then to take from the family income from $250.00 to 500.00 a year to keep a missionary in the field, then to pay ten per cent of the family income for tithing and additional amounts for welfare, maintenance, fast offerings, and other Church donations. But, after all this, still to show a better farm loan paying record in spite of those heavy drains is truly a remarkable vindication of the promises of the Lord. It is significant that the degree of loyalty and faithfulness to Church requirements seems to measure faithfulness in debt-paying. The part-tithepayer makes a better general record than the non-tithepayer, and he in turn makes a better record than the non-member.

It is hoped that all Latter-day Saints will refrain from going into debt, especially for luxuries, and that they will seek to improve their record in paying their obligations, being sure that their "word is as good as their bond" and that no obligation is allowed to remain unpaid beyond the due date.

Editor's Note: A similar survey with comparable results was made for Utah and Cache counties and published in the Era in February, 1939, page 72, under the title "Does the Payment of Tithing Cause Economic Distress?" (Evidences and Reconciliations No. 7, by John A. Widtsoe.)
PORTER ROCKWELL was widely known, but only little was recorded by his contemporaries concerning impressions Porter made upon them. That which was recorded at any length was done by visiting people not of the Mormon religion. It is from these non-Mormon sources that the following quotations are taken. It is amusing to note Porter's humorous reactions toward these Gentiles, who were straining their senses to see traces of the destroying angel in him. Regardless of the personal unfavorable impression Porter made, Ludlow cannot shake his preconceived notions that Rockwell was the destroyer his enemies claimed him to be:

"During our stay at Townsend's, we were one morning sitting on the veranda, when our landlord, a portly, kindly man, brought up a friend of his to introduce us. It was Porter Rockwell, the Destroying Angel and chief of the Danites. Apart from his cause, I felt an abstract interest in this old fighter, and was glad to become acquainted with him. He welcomed us very cordially to Utah, and told us we ought to stay: our only bad taste was exhibited in merely going through. We could not avoid telling him, with a smile, that Utah had a reputation for stopping people who showed such taste, to take a permanent residence. He answered good-naturedly that he had heard the rumor, and intended so far to verify it that he should hail us on our way past his door, when we started to cross the desert, put our horses in his own stable, carry us to his table, and inflict on us the penalty of a real Mormon dinner—in which (if our horses had got through their feed) we should be let off with an admonition never to try to pass his door if we came that way again. 'Bless yer soul, but we're savage!' said Porter Rockwell. 'Once drew a sassage on a Yankee Gentile myself—cramped it right down his throat with scalding hot gravy and pancakes. We Mormons torture 'em awful. The Gentile I drew the sassage on bore it like a man, and is livin' yet. Well, I'll soon see ye again.' So he shook hands with us, jumped on his mustang, and ambled away as gently as if, instead of being a destroying angel, he were a colporteur of peace tracts, or a peddler of Winslow's Soothing Syrup.

"He kept his word to us, seeing us soon and frequently. Next to Brigham Young he was the most interesting man and problem that I encountered in Utah. His personal appearance in itself was very striking. His figure was of the middle height, and very strongly made; broad across the shoulders, and set squarely on the legs. His arm was of large girth, his chest round as a barrel, and his hand looked as powerful as a grizzly bear's. His face was of the mastiff type, and its expression, fidelity, fearlessness, ferocity. A man with his massive lower jaw, firm mouth and good-humored but steady and searching eyes of steel-blue, if his fanaticism takes the Mormon form, must infallibly become like Porter Rockwell. Organization and circumstances combine to make any such man a destroying angel. Having almost felt the most vivid interest in supernatural characters of that species, I was familiar with most of them from the Biblical example of those who smote Egypt, Sodom, and Senacherib, to the more modern Arab, Azreal, and that famous one who descended, all white-bearded and in shining raiment from the Fudges' Cave, to lead the van of Quinlinpock's forlorn hope and smile the red-skinned Philistines. Out of this mass of conflicting and particular angels I had abstracted an ideal and general angel; but when I suddenly came on a real one in Porter Rockwell. I was surprised at his unlikeness to my thought. His hair black and iron grey in streaks, was gathered into a cue, just behind the apex of the skull, and twisted into a hard round bunch. . . He was obliging in his manners; placable, jocose, never extravagant when he conversed, save in burlesque. If he had been converted to Methodism in its early times, instead of Mormonism, he might have been a second Peter Cartwright, preaching and pummeling his enemies into the Kingdom instead of shooting them. No one ignorant of his career would take him on sight for a man of bad disposition in any sense. But he was the most terrible instrument which can be handled by fanaticism; a powerful physical nature welded to a mind of very narrow perceptions, intense convictions, and changeless tenacity. In his build he was a gladiator; in his humor, a Yankee lumberman; in his memory, a Bourbon; in his vengeance, an Indian. A strange mixture, only to be found on the American continent.

"In the forenoon of the Fourth of July, Porter called at our hotel to invite us to take a drive with him. . . . 'Porter in his desire to do the hospitalities of the occasion in the most graceful manner, proposed to mount the box, and take the reins himself. . . .

"He was rough, kind and conciliatory, in everything he said, and sometimes very amusing. A description he gave, accompanied by pantomime, of the way he had seen a Goshute family sitting in a circle on their haunches when the grasshoppers were plenty, using their palms as scoops and putting the insects into their mouths with a windlass motion as fast as their hands could fly, was irresistibly laughable. It seemed strange to be riding in the carriage and by the side of a man, who, if universal report among the Gentiles were correct, would not hesitate to cut my throat at the Church's orders. It was like an Assyrian taking an airing in the chariot of the angel of death. I was not likely to become obnoxious to the Church: I certainly did not mean to be if I could help it. Knowing I had been very careful along the way from Missouri never to express myself before anybody who might be a Mormon spy, I felt pretty tranquil upon the subject of any change in Porter Rockwell from his present agree-

(Continued on page 230)
“Y e shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles?” Each tree produces its own kind. What fruits may one hope to pick if one plants a tree in the garden of religion? This question demands an answer for all those who would judge religion by its earthly harvest.

A short time ago a Gleaner Girl made this confession:

Two months ago I had faith; I was happy in my religion. Everything seemed just right to me. Then my father became ill and died, leaving my mother and several small children. We had prayed for him: we needed him, but he went. And now, something has gone out of my life. I have lost the strong testimony that was mine.

A young man recently made this statement:

My father has worked all his life for the Church. He is as honest as any man who ever lived. In fact, he is too honest. Men have taken advantage of him. During the last few years he has lost the little bit that he did have. I can’t see where his religion has helped him any.

We meet with people of all ages and various experiences who have become disillusioned about religion. Among them are sons of Pioneers, converts from the old country, young people who have been reared in the organizations of the Church—good, sincere individuals—who feel that they have been deceived, that religion is not what it is purported to be. The difficulty sometimes lies in the fact that religion has been misrepresented to them, leading them to expect the wrong thing from religious living.

The two stories related above represent the two most common misconceptions of the fruits of religious living. The first is that religion will save man from all suffering, sorrow, and disappointment in life. Religion, thus conceived, is a guardian angel who steers life’s ship over smooth seas. But religious history and teachings prove that life is not that, and that religion makes no such promise.

The book of Job has as a moral that man should not deny God even though he suffer loss of family, of property, and is sorely afflicted. One hundred thousand Jews died in defense of things sacred to them as Syrians and Romans desecrated their sanctuaries. Early Christians suffered repeated persecutions unto death because of their faithfulness to the Cross. John Huss, Savonarola, and men of their type lost their lives in defense of religious truth. The Huguenots in France, the Puritans in England, the Jews the world over have suffered because of religious conviction.

No Latter-day Saint should forget the lives that Mormonism has cost to date. In the history of the Mormon Church, men have endured almost every form of persecution and privation that man and the elements can impose. Joseph Smith experienced this both in life and death, giving fervid expression to it in his prayer recorded in section 121 of the Doctrine and Covenants.

Religion literally leads men to places where sorrow, suffering, and difficulties abound. Jesus came to share the burden of the sinner, to minister unto the sick and afflicted, to comfort those who mourn, which means in effect to share the burdens of life, and He said unto His disciples, “Go thou and do likewise” . . . “Feed my sheep.”

The religious life is not a fairy-land existence which promises escape from the realities of life, but rather a life that shares responsibilities in the most vital of life’s processes. It is not a flight from the world either in thought or deed. Jesus makes this clear in His sermon on the Mount:

“FRUITS OF RELIGIOUS LIVING IN THIS LIFE

BY DR. LOWELL BENNION

Director, L. D. S. Institute, Salt Lake City

Therefore whosoever heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth them, I will liken him unto a wise man, which built his house upon a rock: And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew, and beat upon the house, and it fell not: for it was founded upon a rock. And everyone who heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth them not, shall be likened unto a foolish man, which built his house upon the sand: And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew, and beat upon that house; and it fell, and great was the fall of it. (Matthew 7:24-27.)

All those who base their lives on the teachings of Jesus build their house upon a rock. Those who do not, build their house upon the sand. Note this, that both houses receive the same punishment. The rain descends, floods come, and winds blow, and beat upon both houses. The difference is that one withstands the onslaught, the other does not.

The Master said to His beloved disciples: “I send ye forth as sheep among wolves.” And they found out that His words were true as they laid down their lives for Him. To Ananias, who objected to the baptism of Saul of Tarsus, the word came—“Go thy way; for he is a chosen vessel unto me.” For I will show him what great things he must suffer for my name’s sake.”

No, religious living does not insure us against all tragic experiences in life. Religious people die like everyone else. They become involved in accidents not of their own volition or fault. Sometimes they suffer things that the care-free escape.

But religion does spare one from much suffering. The keeping of the Word of Wisdom in its fullest sense will help to keep one physically fit and better able to resist disease and physical and mental strain. In prayer, faith, and administrations to the sick, religion offers one unique aid to health.

Most of the suffering and sorrow men experiences is not physical, but mental and spiritual. It is here that religion makes perhaps its finest contribution. The enemies of good mental health are based largely on a wrong conception of the place of self in the world. The religion of Jesus gives man the true conception of self in relation to other selves. The religious man is spared the life-deceiving attitudes of envy and jealousy which result from selfishness; the hatred and licentiousness which follow from a want of sym-
pathy and reverence for life; and the fear, worry, and anxiety which spring from ignorance, wrong-doing, and a lack of proper perspective.

The second misconception illustrated by the statement of the young man is that religious living will make one prosperous. There is justification and evidence for this point of view. It is a belief held by the Hebrews, Book of Mormon peoples, the Puritans, and Latter-day Saints. History has vindicated this belief in certain religious groups. Book of Mormon history repeatedly testifies to the prosperity that followed righteous living. The followers of John Calvin, particularly the Puritans of Holland, England, and America, who were the pre-eminent creators of our modern industrial order, were greatly inspired by religious beliefs and practices. The Jains and Parsis, two small sects of India, are the most prosperous of the native people of India. Their prosperity is attributed in large measure to their religious way of life. The religious influence on the economic status of Latter-day Saints is apparent from the earliest beginnings of their history.

The Gospel of Jesus Christ does and should produce prosperity in two ways: First, by developing the well-named economic virtues—industry, honesty, integrity, punctuality, thrift, and frugality. These inevitably lead to financial success, other things being equal. Second, a religious philosophy of life gives good direction to one's expenditures. Earnings are invested in the home, educational and cultural advantages for children, physical, mental, and social health, and are not dissipated in channels that are destructive or of indifferent to man's truest needs.

But people will be disappointed in religion if they think that it guarantees one a rich share in the material goods of the earth, that one of the chief functions of religion is to make people wealthy. The fruits of religion cannot be measured in material terms. History records the ironical paradox that even when religion led to prosperity, this, in turn, tended to undermine the religious spirit. This was true of Puritan and Nephite history. It is also evidenced in the lives of many individuals.

It was certainly not the primary purpose of God to make the Latter-day Saints prosperous when He directed them to leave the fertile lands of Ohio and Illinois, potential commercial and manufacturing centers of great magnitude, to struggle with the physical hardships of the Rocky Mountain country and its more restricted types of economic endeavor compared with the East, the Pacific Coast, and the Great Lakes regions.

Motives more important than material interests led Brigham Young to develop agriculture rather than mining in the West, resulting in the acquisition of the greatest sources of wealth here by non-Mormons. Then, too, much of the wealth produced by the Latter-day Saints goes into economically speaking non-productive channels such as missionary work, temple work, the erection and maintenance of beautiful houses of worship, recreation halls, charity, and religious education.

There are a dozen better reasons for paying tithing than the hope of material blessings in return—the spirit of making a trade with the Lord. Love of God, a sense of sharing in His work and purposes, loyalty to His Church, love of service to fellow men, the love of giving, the joy of practicing unselfishness are more noble and more blessed. Yes, religion reaches down and permeates our material well-being, and indirectly leads to happiness and success in this important phase of life. Yet, let it be remembered that the Lord "maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and the unjust." Let no one measure the fruits of religious living primarily in dollars. It is not fair to the purposes of religion.

In one of the most beautiful and pregnant chapters in sacred literature (Alma 32) Alma pleads with his people to plant the seed of faith with this promise:

TRUTH

By Artha V. Nilsen

A truth of life, winging its way unseen Through man's celestial realm, burst into song; Its haunting melody stirred a dream Of untold beauty that had slumbered long Within the artist's breast. The dream revived.
Grew to a flame to guide the sculptor's hand; And from the unyielding stone he slowly carved His masterpiece of art, serenely grand.
Around us every day are truths of life, Guiding the souls of men who heed their call In paths of harmony, away from strife And, doubt. Therefore, oh man, this day and all Your days, to Truth and Love attune your hearts.
If you would carve your masterpiece of art...
Biochemistry and Alcoholic Recreation

By ROBERT R. AUSTIN, Ph.D.

Recent studies of alcoholism, anesthesia, and insanity, have emphasized some interesting similarities in these three conditions. These similarities are in the behavior and the chemical nature of the nervous system of individuals taking alcohol or anesthetics or suffering from some forms of insanity and they have stimulated the study of the effect of alcohol and anesthetics upon the nervous system as a means of gaining a knowledge of the chemistry of insanity.

The experimental data obtained in this field, notably that of Bancroft and Richter, are important to an understanding of the action of alcohol, because the work is centered upon the nervous system. Most alcohol is consumed because of its action upon the nervous system. The work, therefore, offers some interesting and reliable answers to the question: What is the true part played by alcohol in recreation?

First let us consider the facts established by experimental study:

1. A state of alcoholic intoxication, anesthesia, or insanity develops gradually as the amount of alcohol, anesthetic, or agents produced in the body itself increases in the blood stream. In all cases, the behavior of the individual becomes steadily less rational, passing through states of exaltation, distortion of speech, loss of muscular coordination, hysteria, moroseness, combativeness, or tearfulness and on into drowsiness, sleep, unconsciousness, and finally anesthesia. Since the messages of the nervous system have been identified as electrical impulses, reactions must take place which destroy the stability of the fluids and fibers of the nervous system, thus disturbing or destroying their electrical conductivity.

2. Alcohol, ether, and other anesthetics were tested in the laboratory and found to coagulate the fluids of the nervous system in a way that would account for the observed behavior. Nerve fibers of experimental animals have been observed during administration of alcohol to learn that these fibers under the microscope swell, draw apart, and finally disintegrate as the amount of alcohol in the blood is increased. The separation of nerve fibers causes the obliteration of the thought patterns established in the brain; the amount of alcohol necessary to erase an idea depends upon the depth of the impression associated with the idea. Old habits reaching back to childhood are most difficult to dispel: hence the childish behavior during intoxication. The loss of rational behavior during alcoholic intoxication has been shown by accurate chemical analysis of blood, urine, saliva, and spinal fluid to be directly proportional to the concentration of alcohol in the body fluids.

3. Chemical compounds such as sodium amitol, which have been found to counteract the effect of alcohol or other anesthetics by stabilizing the fluids of the nervous system, will also restore the sanity of patients suffering from some types of insanity. Thus insanity, alcoholic intoxication, and anesthesia are essentially the same physiologically; that is, the same instability of the nervous system is present in all three conditions.

How does this chemical and clinical research answer the question: What is the nature of alcoholic recreation?

Alcohol taken into the body through the digestive tract or through the skin soon finds its way into all body fluids. In the spinal fluid it first sensitizes and then coagulates the colloidal particles, at the same time causing the nerve fibers to swell and draw apart, breaking at first the weaker thought patterns and finally completely destroying the electrical conductivity of the nerve fibers so that even the impulse of pain cannot reach the brain. This condition is called anesthesia. This means that the recently formed habits of mature thought are the first to be obliterated from the mind. Thus conversation after a cocktail can be accepted as witty without meeting the demands of mature rational thought. Likewise, the restraints which are a dominant part of culture and refinement soon disappear, and conversation as well as behavior becomes what is politely called "more daring." Moderate alcoholic recreation is actually mild anesthesia or mild voluntary insanity: it is the temporary elimination (Continued on page 250)
THE Jaredite method of ocean transport described in the Book of Mormon has been variously referred to as a submarine, a hollowed-out tree, and as a conical craft with a cylinder that revolved as the boat rolled on its journey to America. However, if we accept the account recorded in Ether 2:16, 17, and Moroni’s subsequent notations (Ch. 6) wherein these vessels are described as barges, we must agree that their mode of transportation was in flat-bottomed surface craft.

The text concerning these barges reads in substance: The Brother of Jared built barges after a manner they had built before; that is, vessels they had used to transport them over “many waters” en route to the “great sea.” They were built according to the instructions of the Lord, and were invulnerable against both air and water. Being tight “like a dish” and peaked at both ends, they held water both in and out and were light, compared to the “lightness of a fowl upon the water”; their length was that of a tree and the door of entrance, when closed, made an absolutely tight vessel.

When Moroni was given, through the interpreters, a view of the barges, he beheld eight light craft buoyantly upon the waves of the sea. Joseph Smith must have had the same prospect, for he used the same interpreters.

If we were “to go to work and build a barge” after the above description, it would look much like a barge of today, except being “peaked at both ends” and absolutely tight. We have no need to accept the “one tree idea” for the builders of these barges undoubtedly understood shipbuilding, being contemporary with their grandfather, Noah. They had seen his ark and had lived on the seashore many years where much shipping was done. They knew about boat construction long before they received the final command. Many tree lengths, fashioned into planks, fastened to the top, sides, and bottom of the hull, were used for their construction. After the building of these small, air-tight barges, deficiencies were noted by the builder, who went to the Lord and complained:

"O Lord, I have made the barges according as thou hast directed me: . . . in them there is no light . . . and also we shall perish, for in them we cannot breathe, save it is the air which is in them." (Ether 2:18-19.)

The Chief Architect then commanded:

"Thou shalt make a hole in the top, and also in the bottom; and when thou shalt suffer for air thou shalt unstop the hole and receive air." (Ether 2:20.)

The barges were of necessity tight, for they were to be buried "in the depths of the sea," and so a device was provided whereby air could enter to supply the inmates. The top hole supplied the answer to this emergency. The Lord’s command: "And also in the bottom." What? A hole in the bottom of a boat! "For what purpose?" ridicules the Rev. Alexander Campbell as he queries: "To admit water?"

This was seemingly rather a peculiar order. Let us discuss the question in this manner: After the hole is made it is seen that water will come into the boat. A tube is built from the bottom to the top of the barge, housing in both holes completely. Now we have a funnel right through the boat. Water can come into the tube as high as the water line of the vessel.

The model of the barge we have built has a stop hole both in front (Concluded on page 252)
BRIDGING THE GAP

FROM YOUTH TO MANHOOD WITH THE EXPLORER PROGRAM.

By C. E. McCLELLAN
Professor of Education, Utah State Agricultural College

ON ONE OCCASION the Apostle Paul said:

When I was a child, I spake as a child. I understood as a child, I thought as a child: but when I became a man I put away childish things.

The great Apostle did not mean by this, I take it, that there is anything wrong in being a child, or in speaking or acting as a child. He meant only, I think, to remind us of the fact that children do not always remain children. They must grow up; the child becomes the man. And pertinent to this idea Paul elsewhere tells us that while milk is a satisfactory food for babes, the grown man needs meat as a part of his diet. And, so, though we have had a Boy Scout program functioning with fine results for years we have come to know that this was a program for boys in the later childhood period but not adequate for the older boys.

While Paul spoke only of two periods, childhood and manhood, we recognize an intervening period of adolescent youth; and a very important period of life this is, we all know. This space of years we sometimes refer to as a gap. In reality, of course, there is no gap in the development of the boy. He goes right on growing up from infancy to manhood, either in the right way or the wrong way, whether we do anything about it or not. And this fact has an important implication for us: if we slacken our care, some other influence steps in and plays its part in the development of the boy.

While the Apostle Paul recognized the certainty of change and growth, he failed to give us much information as to how the gap from childhood to manhood was to be bridged. That is still our problem. Fortunately our present-day knowledge of the nature of the boy during his adolescence and youth is considerable, and this helps us in our attempts to make an adequate program for the older boy. We know that during the Explorer age the boy does undergo very significant changes anatomically, physiologically, and psychologically. And these changes must be kept in mind in making or carrying out any program if we would have it successful.

What are some of the differences in thinking and conduct on the part of the boy as a result of these biological changes? The Explorer boy begins to speak, and to understand, and to think, not as a child, but as an emerging man. The eye will tell us that the Explorer is taller and heavier than the younger Scout, but there are other differences more important than that. The boy not only knows that he is larger, but he feels that he is more important, and his feelings are not to be ignored.

As compared with the earlier period of Scouting he is more self-reliant, but less subservient. He has less respect for the opinion of others and more for his own. He wants to know the truth, but prefers to find it out for himself rather than to be told.

His range of interests at this period widens rapidly, and he wants to increase his store of knowledge by travel and by experimentation. He is more awkward in his movements, but he is also more sensitive to that awkwardness, and more dexterous of overcoming it. He is less interested in the gang, and more interested in the chum. His crowd now includes girls as well as boys. His attitude toward his way is likely to change from one of indifference to one of alert interest.

More or less suddenly at this period, he becomes responsive to the conventional demands of society in matters of dress, manners, customs, etc., and more or less concerned with the social, moral, and religious standards of the society in which he lives, though he is apt, often, times, to be very critical of these. He is prone to demand the rights of the man while often willing to assume only the responsibilities of the child. He is likely to be rather unstable emotionally, and also to be inconsistent in the positions he takes from time to time. Though more independent in his thinking, he is still less self-centered than in his earlier years. While no longer accepting without question the standards and ideals of the home, yet he is coming more to really appreciate the importance of the home to him; and its influences, along with those obtained elsewhere, help him to shape his own philosophy of life.

While the Explorer Scout is still eager for recreation, what he likes in this field is likely to differ a great deal from what he liked in his earlier Scouting experiences. He may still like to hike, but the values and interests he finds in this activity have changed. He still likes the movies, but the things he likes in them are different. Where before he thrilled at the two-gun western cowboy story, he now is quite as likely to get his thrill from the love story. Love interest in movies and in stories has come to be an important characteristic at this age. Dancing takes a prominent place in his list of desirable activities, where before it had little or no appeal for him.

One of the most significant changes that comes over the boy of Explorer age is the awakened interest in vocational problems and activities. This may arise partly from his need for spending money and the necessity for finding a way to earn it; and it may come also, from the awakening recognition on his part, that he soon will need to take his place among the men who are doing the world's work. Whatever the reason, the interest is a desirable one. Without this interest and this attitude the young man's chance to succeed in his own home, or as a member of society, is greatly reduced.

Not only should the Explorer program inspire the young men with the thought that labor is honorable and desirable, but if possible it should help them to discover hobbies that may result in acquiring a trade or profession. Nothing would go further to make happy men and useful citizens of our boys, than helping them to find opportunities for useful service yielding some acceptable compensation.

These, then, are some of the characteristics of the boys of Explorer age, and their interest and needs. And it is these that must be kept in mind when making or carrying out any program attempting to bridge the gap of these critical years. The program must recognize the older boys' stronger individualism and increasing self-esteem and self-confidence; their greater desire to find out things for themselves; their growing concern in vocational problems; and their awakened interest in the opposite sex.

Also those who make and who administer the Explorer program have need to watch very carefully that they do not make the mistake either of thinking of the Explorer as being the same as the younger Scout in his interests and needs, or the mistake of thinking of him as being the same as an adult. He is not the same as either. His period is as distinct and characteristic as is the flowering period in the life of a growing plant.

(Concluded on page 245)
At Wilma’s Home

Tears were still falling on Wilma’s pillow, although she had been trying to go to sleep for over an hour. No matter what she tried to think about, or how hard she tried to forget, those few words kept running through her mind: “Bring a lollypop and glass of milk for Wilma.”

It had all happened after the dance, the dance that had been so perfect. It wasn’t often that Wilma had a special date, and this one had been extra special because it was with Richard Merrell, a classmate long admired but who had never before asked her for a date. A dream had come true, she thought, until they had stopped for refreshments.

Nearly the entire crowd was there, and she felt very happy and a little proud to be at the table, not only with Richard, but with Virginia Mitchell and Lloyd Jenson. Virginia and Lloyd had been going together for some time and were both considered popular at school. Wilma had never been intimately acquainted with Virginia but felt honored to be in her company because Virginia’s mother had long been an ideal of hers, and Wilma couldn’t help holding the same fine opinion of her daughter.

The waitress had come for their orders. Lloyd ordered sandwiches and beer for himself and Virginia. Wilma wondered if she had heard right. She had never really thought Lloyd would drink, and now she was sure he had said “two beers.” Could it be possible that other was for Virginia?

Richard was ordering their sandwiches and asking what she would have to drink. In her confusion all she could say was, “Nothing.”

The waitress was almost to the end of the room when Lloyd stood up and shouted: “Add a lollypop and glass of milk to Wilma’s order.”

Every one in the room turned to look as Lloyd continued, “We’ll have to have an initiation party for Wilma; she’s never tried the stuff.”

“Well, give her a good start,” added a fellow across the table and handed a flask over.

Wilma felt her face and neck grow crimson—she dared not look up—she did remember Richard said something about “save your toast for some other occasion,” but that was as far as she remembered anything except the jests. She nibbled at her sandwich and didn’t even notice that Richard’s glass was untouched when they left the table.

And so the tears continued to come as she thought of her embarrassment. Certainly it would be her first, last, and only date with Richard. Then in between these thoughts was the shock of finding out that Virginia could do such a thing. What would Mrs. Mitchell think if she knew?

At Virginia’s Home

Virginia knelt at her bedside. The habit of prayer had been so strongly instilled in her childhood that she had never drifted from it. This night, these were her closing words:

“Father, give me the strength and courage to do what Wilma did tonight—to do what I know is right, regardless of other people’s opinions.”

A SHORT SHORT STORY

At Lloyd’s Home

“I guess I was rather caddish in bawling Wilma out, but you have to do something to amuse the crowd.” He rolled over on his other side: “I’d better think of something snappy to say to Dick in the morning, before he has time to tell me what he thinks. That look he gave me last night was almost enough.”

At Richard’s Home

Richard lay on his back staring through the darkness towards the ceiling. A look of thoughtful satisfaction was on his face. He had been thinking of the Junior Prom, the Cadet Hop, and other dances in the future. He had an idea he was going to enjoy dating a certain girl for these special occasions. It wouldn’t be hard for a fellow to do the right thing if he had a girl like that. At last he dropped off to sleep thinking to himself: “I thought all girls were alike. Thank Heaven, I have found the one that is different.”
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When the United States government rounded up the Navajos and punished them, under the leadership of the noted scout, Kit Carson, saying nothing of who was wrong in the controversy, the Indians were very much worsened, and no doubt the Good Father had a hand and purpose in the incident. They were stripped of all their property such as sheep, goats, and ponies, and even their orchards were cut down and destroyed. This, added to the fact that their home country was barren, especially in seasons of drouth, left them in extremely hard circumstances.

They faced the alternative of starving or stealing, and with a people as thrifty and virile as the Navajos, it is not surprising that many of them chose to replenish their wasted substance and stock from their neighbors. The Mokis and Zunis on the south of them, and the Utes and Pahutes on their north had nothing for them, and to cross the Colorado to the Mormon settlements offered their only chance of securing horses, cattle, and sheep with which to start “house-keeping” again. To go eastward, where they had just received such an unmerciful drubbing, was entirely out of the question.

Some of their exploits into the southern part of Utah Territory, as it was then known, were very successful from their viewpoint, and were continued at intervals for several years, a few white men and quite a number of Indians being killed during this time. The Navajos knew they were taking that chance in this daring business.

Our prophet, colonizer, and statesman, President Brigham Young, called some of the old experienced missionaries to go out among the Navajos and invite some of their chiefs to a conference, to see what could be done to bring about a better understanding among friends, although the relationship existing between the two people amounted practically to a state of war. This meant that the missionaries took their lives in their hands when they went among the Indians on that dangerous errand. How bravely and well those men behaved has become a matter of history.

Among the delegation of leading Navajos who returned with those Mormon missionaries to Salt Lake was a stalwart young man whom the San Juan pioneers named Tom Holliday. He was almost a perfect specimen of manhood, being at that time under training to become one of the twelve councilors of the Navajo nation under Manuelito, at that time the head chief. The duty of these twelve councilors was to commit to memory all the national legends, songs, laws, and ceremonies, so that they could rehearse them at the big festivals and tribal gatherings in the different sections of their country from year to year. (Since the government divided the reservation into sub-agencies and established schools and Indian police, the old tribal organization has largely fallen into disuse, or has been abandoned entirely.)

Tom Holliday was greatly impressed with all that he saw and heard on that visit to the Mormon leaders, who were frank and fair, convincing the Indians that the Mormons were indeed real friends to them, and that the time was near at hand when the Gospel of their fathers would be brought to them by our missionaries.

After covenants of friendship and peace had been exchanged, the Indian chiefs departed for their own country and people, carrying with them many tokens and presents as evidence of the kindly feelings of these newly-found Mormon friends. By mutual agreement all the past was to be forgotten by both sides. Neither party to this agreement dreamed at that time that the near future held in store a very severe test of their mutual integrity.

The trouble was brought about when four Navajo brothers of an
influential family were returning from a trading trip; three of them were killed and the fourth badly wounded. A heavy fall of snow held them up at a ranch in Grass Valley belonging to the McCarty brothers, who claimed that the Indians had butchered one of their calves. When the wounded Navajo returned, after untold suffering and exposure, having been compelled to make the journey on foot with little to eat, the news spread like wildfire. Naturally the Indians felt that the Mormons had broken the faith and friendship which they pretended, and this time they were ready for real war, of which all prospectors, Indian-traders, and other travelers in and near the reservation were duly warned.

On account of poor mail service, or other suitable means of communication, it was some time before the officials of the Mormon people learned just what had happened. When the news arrived, they took immediate steps to have the old stand-by Indian missionaries proceed to the Navajo country and get the truth about the killing and wounding of the Navajos with the hope that the trouble could be righted. This meant that our men were to go into the very jaws of death with their peace message, and try to get the truth to the Indians in their excited condition and warlike mood.

It is fairly well known how Jacob Hamblin started out alone, and how the Smith brothers, knowing of the spirit of war which prevailed among the Indians, insisted on going with him, fearless though he was. Of course, they were not acquainted with the unseen Hand that came to the rescue of Brother Hamblin, delivering him from a torture which seemed inevitable.

Another party consisting also of two seasoned scouts, Ira Hatch and Brother John L. Blythe, went to another part of the Navajo country on the same mission. They passed through the same perilous ordeal and, as in the Hamblin incident, only one of them was booked for the sacrifice, Elder Hatch having married an Indian woman, and having become thereby, according to Indian law, a member of the tribe. After the missionaries exhausted all their powers of diplomacy and persuasion, the chief gave them to understand that the time had come for Brother Blythe to die, and asked if he wished to send any word to his friends at home.

Elder Blythe answered that he wished to offer a few words of prayer to the great Father of us all, and when the chief assented, without a tremor or sign of fear or excitement, Brother Blythe knelt down in that crowded hogan and prayed earnestly that the Lord would remove the scales from the eyes of the Indians so they might see that his people were friends to all good men, Indians as well as white men. He also prayed that though the Indians should take his life, the Lord would forgive them, as they did not know the real truth of this trouble which had come between friends.

At this point the same Power was made manifest that figured so forcefully at the trial of Elder Hamblin. The hearts of the leading Indians were softened, and in each case the chiefs stepped to the door of their respective hogans, or council houses, and ordered the Mormon scouts to depart, after having their ponies brought in and saddled by the young men of their own people. And in each case the chief told our men that he would hold his people till the brethren got far away so that the Indians would not follow them, and the excitement would have a chance to quiet down.

One of the main arguments our brethren put up to the Navajos was that the men who did the killing of the Navajos were not Mormons at all, and that if the Indians would send another delegation to the place of trouble, the brethren agreed to go and prove to them just who were the offenders. Before the two council meetings were brought to a close, it was agreed that this investigation would be made.

Not long after that time, the plan was carried out: a party of leading Navajos went over the scene of the trouble with some of our scouts, and the Indians were convinced that they had accused our people wrongfully. The party again visited Salt Lake, where they were kindly treated, given provisions and presents, and returned to their own people with the friendship doubly cemented.

The wisdom of this extra understanding became apparent a little later, when our Church authorities decided to establish an outpost on the San Juan River in the southeastern corner of the territory. This was right in the midst of the Indians: the Navajos on the south, the Utes on the east, and a band of Utes or Pahutes living a renegade life part of the time on the very country where the colony was to settle, and roaming at will to the north and west.

When Erastus Snow and others of the authorities visited the new colony for the first time, they saw (Continued on page 247)
INDIAN ARTIFACTS
from Klamath Falls

By W. RUDGER THORNOCK
Northwestern States Mission

Concerning the coming to light of the evidences of an ancient North American people

Our interest in any evidence bearing upon the record of Ancient America led my missionary companion, Elder Donald D. Noel, and me to meet a man living in Klamath Falls, Oregon, who has made a lifetime hobby of collecting and studying Indian artifacts. The man, Mr. Frank A. Payne, has a very interesting collection numbering over 14,000 pieces. A great number of these he has catalogued and he has kept a record of where and how each was discovered, giving conditions surrounding the place of discovery. Mr. Payne very kindly and generously gave us of his time and the information which he has. We spent a number of interesting hours with him and learned much concerning his work.

Most of the relics were gathered from what was once an old lake, known as lower Klamath Lake, which has been drained and has since become a fertile field for Mr. Payne’s work. Little digging has been done in this study of many years, but as the wind moved the powdery earth from the lake floor the relics were uncovered and a consistent record concerning these artifacts has been made available. At times a great number of relics were located in one small area and when such was the case Mr. Payne would use his shovel. He found one “Kitchen Midden” in which were the cremated remains of many people. Some were entirely cremated, others just partly so, and still others not touched by fire. This brought a question to the mind of our inquisitive friend and by study and from the old Indians here, he found that the extent of the cremation depended upon the station in life held by the deceased. If they were wealthy and had means to pay to have wood hauled for burning the body, they were entirely cremated; if middle class, they were partly so honored, and if poverty-stricken, they were not touched by fire.

Mr. Payne’s work has caused interest among men who are eminent in the field of anthropology. Many tools and weapons, together with human and animal artifacts, some of which have become petrified, have been gathered for study in laboratories and work rooms. All evidence points to the fact that the Indians of the eastern Oregon country were witnesses to the destruction of Mt. Mazama, in place of which now is found Crater Lake.

A word concerning this great wonder, Crater Lake, which Dr. Cressman, head of the Anthropology Department, University of Oregon, estimates was formed between four thousand and ten thousand years ago and presumably at a time nearly four thousand. Where Crater Lake now is, once stood a great mountain peak which was built up by volcanic eruptions from time to time, until the mountain had reached a height of between twelve thousand and fourteen thousand feet. Then came the greatest movement of this huge volcano, at which time liquid stone was thrown over miles of the surrounding country and covered everything in its path. The shell of the mountain collapsed and partly filled in the great hollow left when the lava belched forth, forming the basin for what is today one of the most beautiful and purest bodies of water in the world.

(Concluded on page 231)
We young people today hear much about the problem of college students and religion. Many of our advisers are prone to think that the minute we set foot within a university, we are automatically doomed to lose the faith they have worked so hard to instill within us. They fear that, being thrust into an entirely different intellectual atmosphere, coming into contact with new ideas, not being under the direct influence of the Church, and in a place where the majority of our associates are non-members, we will discard our faith in favor of the so-called "scientific attitude."

As a college student, I have had to face this problem, and, although it is not so bad as our parents paint it, I admit that there is a chance for young people in college to lose their religion. So, I should like to tell you how I have worked this problem out for myself.

The major discrepancy we must face is, of course, that between science and religion. This seems to be the main intellectual worry of college students. To me it all seems so simple:

Men of science are limited by their five senses. Not until the advent of microscopes did they admit the existence of a whole world they couldn't even see. By the same token, those who have a religion are also limited by their five senses. But just because there is no such tangible spiritual microscope, scientists (or anyone else) cannot deny the existence of another world in the religionist's field. Especially is this true since there are things in their own microscopic world of which they admit the existence, but which they have never actually seen. For instance, has anyone ever seen an atom, with or without the benefit of microscope? Has a scientist ever seen ether, or seen electricity? He admits their existence because they are manifested obviously and undeniably through their effects on other natural processes, and he can perceive these manifestations.

In a way, you might say that faith and prayer are a believer's microscope, inasmuch as they make him aware of a greater power, something beyond that which his five senses can perceive. He has seen and felt the manifestations of this invisible force just as surely as the scientist has observed the effects of the invisible atom.

The man of science cannot deny the existence of a God, nor of a hereafter, since he cannot actually prove their non-existence. He has to limit himself to this: a certain body of facts has been shown true beyond a doubt. He accepts them. But, since his beliefs are constantly being changed and modified by new discoveries, he cannot say that future investigations in the scientific field may not result in the correlation of his views with those of the religionist. It is his personal choice that he accepts only those things that are concretely provable at this moment.

Although it is each man's privilege to choose his beliefs, I often think that the Lord must be amused to see His children ponderously deciding whether or not to believe in Him. It's like deciding not to believe in electricity. Whether you believe in it or not doesn't make the slightest difference—its powerful forces will continue to operate in the universe in spite of your decision.

There are, of course, many scientists who believe in a God, and the attitude of the true scientist toward religion is always one of tolerance. There is, on the other hand, a large body who are very intolerant. They claim that it is a form of self-hypnosis and they prate long and loud about their "scientific attitude." Armed with a few incomplete facts about the universe and its workings, with their infinitesimal knowledge, they presume to pass judgment upon what is truth and what is not, in their own fields of learning—and everywhere else also.

Can they not see that it is they who are the blind ones? They pride themselves upon their broad, open minds; in reality, they are the narrow people, the little people, because they are incapable of comprehending vast, fundamental knowledge. We who are capable of faith, of trust in a Higher Power, are much more broadminded than they because we believe not only the small body of demonstrable facts that constitute their "scientific" knowledge, but we go far beyond that, saying, "Just because its foolish cannot be yet set down on paper, we cannot close our minds to the vast field of truth beyond these few proved facts."

Somehow, I can't escape the conclusion that the proof of a philosophy lies in the living of it, and in whether or not it brings you happiness. If I accept this as my criterion, I must conclude that my religion is an efficacious one. I have been happy; I am happy; I shall always be happy. The Mormon faith, which I know to be the Gospel of Jesus Christ, has made me so, and it will continue to, for it is a vital, livable philosophy of life.
MORMON YOUTH in the Hall of Fame

HIGH RECOGNITION COMES TO SQUADRON LEADER ANDREW FLETCHER AND DR. DILWORTH W. WOOLLEY, BOTH OF CANADA.

By C. FRANK STEELE

These lines are written in tribute to two Mormon boys of Canada who have distinguished themselves in war and in peace.

Now the heroic days are gone. Youth in the belligerent nations of this second Great War are finding that this is true. War is grim business, and yet emerging from the throes of battle there still shines at times man's inherent nobility of soul: chivalry even to the enemy, fidelity to duty, courage in the face of death, self-forgetfulness in service to one's country.

This has been so in the case of Squadron Leader Andrew Fletcher, twenty-five-year-old son of Dr. Cyrus M. Fletcher of Lethbridge, Alberta. When he was an M. I. A. boy and a King Scout camping out with his father, who is District Commissioner of Scouting at Lethbridge, they started to call him "Andy." He is still "Andy" Fletcher, although he is now one of the famous flying men of the Royal Air Force, having gone to England in 1939, to join the R. A. F.

A few weeks before his service period was up, the war broke. "Andy" Fletcher never hesitated. He re-enlisted "for the duration." He cabled the news to his parents, and while their hearts were heavy—their slim young son was still a boy even though he had his wings—they were justly proud of him.

Months passed. He was first an instructor putting scores of rookies through their paces. Then when the siege of Britain grew in intensity he was moved to the fighter squadron. Letters home became fewer; you see, the R. A. F. has been pretty busy the last few months. Then one evening as 218

"Andy's" mother sat at the radio listening to the news from overseas she was thrilled to hear her son mentioned in dispatches from the Air Ministry in London. Her boy had been promoted to the rank of Squadron Leader and had been awarded by His Majesty the King the Distinguished Flying Cross for conspicuous devotion to duty and courage in the face of the enemy.

So now it is Squadron Leader Andrew Fletcher, D. F. C. Young Fletcher is carrying on at his post unspoiled by fame, and deep in his heart he looks forward to the day when his job will be done and he can return to his home and loved ones in the West.

IN A FIELD FAR REMOVED FROM THE FIRE AND TUMULT OF WAR ANOTHER MORMON BOY FROM CANADA, DR. DILWORTH W. WOOLLEY, IS ALSO CARRYING ON. THIS TWENTY-SIX-YEAR-OLD FELLOW OF THE ROCKEFELLER INSTITUTE WAS RECENTLY CHOSEN AS THE RECIPIENT OF THE LILLY AWARD OF $1,000 AND A BRONZE MEDAL GIVEN ANNUALLY BY THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN BACTERIOLOGISTS. THE AWARD WAS MADE AT ST. LOUIS ON DECEMBER 28, 1940.

This prized scientific award goes to the man or woman under thirty-one years of age who has made exceptional contributions to knowledge of bacteriology and immunology in a non-commercial or educational institution. Dr. Charles Thom, president of the association, in announcing the award, said Dr. Woolley "had contributed substantially to our knowledge of the cause of scarlet fever, blood poisoning, and meningitis."

Dr. Woolley is the son of Mrs. A. D. Woolley, whose home is in Raymond, but who is now living in New York City with her distinguished son. His father, a one-time Salt Lake resident and a pioneer of Raymond, Canada, died some years ago. Although handicapped from earliest childhood by delicate health, this young Mormon boy

(Concluded on page 245)
LIVE A SERMON
By L. R. Hardman

Have you ever seen a sermon
Lived before your very eyes?
Could you doubt the weight it carries,
When temptation it defies?
Does the one who lives that sermon
Seem to irk you in a way?
If not, then pattern by him:
Live your sermon every day.

PLANTING TIME
By Solveig Paulson Russell

Oh, the country is the place to live
When spring is in the air,
When buds and seeds come bursting out
As quickly as they dare.
When all the earth is hustling
To start its summer plan
And lends a friendly promise
To the efforts of each man.

Ah, then's the time that gardening
Is worth-while joy indeed,
When everyone's good feeling
Comes a-sprouting with the seed,
And all the trials of winter
Seem to vanish with the snow;
Yes, early springtime planting
Is the best time that I know.

HANDS
By Mabel Jones

His hands were strong and fine and true;
Oft they had worked with saw and plane;
Though they were calloused hands like mine.
They could be kind, rebuking pain.
His hands He placed on clouded eyes;
They blessed the young, the old, the poor,
Restored the lame that they might walk,
And helped the deaf to hear once more.
His hands were nailed upon a cross,
Were pierced and torn, and bled for me.
My hands, though small and very weak,
Must serve, for Him, humanity.

BETWEEN THE LINES
By Cristel Hastings

I'm writing you a letter!
It's just a page or two,
But you will read between the lines
What my heart says to you!
I'm writing of the weather—
As if it mattered, dear;
The sky is made of rainbows,
And, oh, to have you here!
I'm gossiping of gardens,
Of things that sprout and grow,
Of recipes for waffles,
Of folks who come and go!
But I know while you're reading
These hurried words of mine,
Your eyes will find the yearning
And love between each line!

SILHOUETTE
By Claire S. Boyer

Beside the temple of the living God,
Against the spires of truth, the spires of light,
Is silhouetted one who gave his all
That God's Word might illuminate the night
Of latter days, that in the hearts of men
His Gospel might be powerful again.
Before the living temple of all time,
Built of disciples quickened by His light,
Of teachers serving daily in His name,
Of saints ascending the eternal height.
Across a world of prophecy, is set
The Modern Revelator's silhouette.

RESTORATION
By William Mulder

Perhaps I'll never see the Father face to face;
But I have bowed my head where Joseph knelt
And, moving lips in silent prayer, have felt
The quiet rapture of that sacred place.

The trees in their familiar whisperings
Bore witness, and the very atmosphere
Confirmed what I dared only hope before:
I felt the truth the inward vision brings.

The glory of the grove still lights my way
As it once lighted Carthage, Liberty,
Nauvoo, the westward march—and constantly
The vision shines upon the Church today.

The Restoration comes each spring again
To bring me close to God and to my fellow men.

INTO LIGHT
By Eva Willes Wangsgaard

How strange it is that when we creep
Into our last and darkest bed,
A part of us refuses sleep
And steps out into light instead!

APRIL
By Anna Johnson

When careless April splashes
Her tears of silver rain,
The daisies shower gladness
Along the woodland lane.
The robin almoststrangles
With ecstasies of spring.
His joyous song is echoed
Until the woodlands ring.
The sunset's gold and crimson
Encircle vales and hills.
The wide horizon captures
The blush that nature spills.
My heart responds to April
Her soul is much like mine.
For love has made them shine.
Her happy heart-throbs tremble
Through Spring's awakened bliss.
I think she knows the gladness
That's treasured in a kiss.

TRIBUTE
By Helen Miller Lehman

Her voice was gentle; her heart was kind;
And in her handclasp needly ones could find.
The warmth of friendliness.
Her thoughts were clear
As water in a pool; and, lacking fear,
She stood uncompromisingly for right.
To those whom she has left, day seems as night.
And yet, through faith, we know that her dear Lord
Has richly honored her with a reward
Which He, in love, no longer could defer.
The heavenly Father made sweet use of her
On earth, and now she stands upon the rim
Of God's eternity, a seraphim—
Light of heart and eager for the heavenly things.
Without her we are lonely, but her going brings
Its recompense—our lives become a fairer scroll
Because we saw the beauty of her soul.
THE NATION’S PRESS
ON REED SMOOT

The passing of Reed Smoot has brought forth from the nation's press, columnists, and commentators, a flood of comment which, as to quality and quantity, may only be described in superlative terms.

Typical of this high praise are the following excerpts from an editorial appearing in the New York Herald Tribune on Monday, February 10:

... Reed Smoot was one of the strong men of the Senate. His death yesterday in Florida marked the end of a long, honorable and useful career. When he first went to Washington he was met by a violent and foolish opposition, which arose from the fact that he was not only a Mormon but a high dignitary in that church. This prejudice, however, was quickly dissipated, and from that time on his strong character and his ability, which was of high order, won him the respect of men of all parties.

It was President Hoover who said of him: "He knows more of the workings of our government than any other living American." That estimate probably was accurate.

Reared and trained in a hard and thirsty school, he was known throughout his career as the reformer of government extravagance. He fought mightily for economy and for cautious expenditures. Once, in a speech on the floor of the Senate, he remarked ruefully that the cost of government was increasing, that it always had increased and that it would continue to increase. He saw this trend as inevitable, and somewhat dismayed because it frightened his meagre forebodings did he dream of the saturnalia that began in 1933. He was devoted to the Republican party, Utah and to the principles of sound government administration; but, above all, he was an able public servant of a type too rare in Washington today.

ANOTHER such comment comes from Washington, D. C. Harry J. Brown of the Washington Bureau of the Salt Lake Tribune says, under date of February 22:

Shakespeare wrote: "The good men do is oft interred with their bones." The quotation has an application in this: In all his 30 years in the United States Senate, the one great, outstanding service that Reed Smoot rendered the national capital was to father and push to passage the bill which gave Washington, D. C., its greatest aggregation of government office buildings—buildings that, at the time, were believed adequate to house all the agencies of government for generations to come. These fine buildings now are occupied by the department of commerce, the post office department, the department of justice, the department of labor, the interstate commerce commission. Another is he much needed archives building. Yet when Senator Smoot died, not a single newspaper in Washington, in Utah, or in the great West, so much as made reference to this outstanding achievement.

The reputation that Senator Smoot earned in those days of drudgery stayed with him to the end, for it is well known that he was the only member of the Senate or House who year after year personally read every bill that was introduced in Congress, and who scanned the reports on all bills in which he was interested. In due time, Senator Smoot rose on the appropriations committee to a position where he was entrusted with the management of major appropriation bills before the Senate. Before he would assume that role he mastered the detail of the department for which the appropriation was made, and in time came to know far more about the workings of all the government departments than did the cabinet members who were secretaries of those departments. He was better informed on the great government machine than any other man in Congress.

There is no counterpart of Senator Smoot in the Senate today; no such digger, no such persistent worker, no such master of detail. And there probably will be another Reed Smoot in Congress.

From the Congressional record of February 10, 1941, the day following the death of Senator Smoot, we quote in part:

Senator Elbert D. Thomas:

... Senator Smoot contributed much to the history and expansion of his country. No man who ever came to the United States Senate had to stand as cruel an assaulter as this wicked and unjust a hearing, and a trial as that which faced Senator Smoot when he entered the Senate in 1903. That he was victorious in that great ordeal is a compliment to his body and to the fair-mindedness of his fellow Senators. Had he lost the cause, the right of minority group representation in our land would have been relegated to the place it occupied in the Dark Ages. In winning his seat, in spite of the misinterpretation of the rule that the Senate, under the Constitution, is the judge of its own Members, the Senators in their votes realized and acknowledged the fact that in America justice should prevail, and they saw to it that justice did prevail.

Senator Harrison:

... I never knew a more industrious or sincere legislator than Senator Smoot. He was an indefatigable worker. He left his imprint on the legislative records of this country, and when he retired from the Senate he carried with him the good wishes and sincere regard of his colleagues—it mattered not what side of the aisle we were on. I was especially fond of him, and I regret very much to learn of his death.

Senator White:

... Senator Smoot was one of these rare men. For thirty years, I think, he occupied a seat in this Chamber. Year by year he grew in knowledge; he grew in influence and that knowledge and that influence rested upon the basic fact that he was one of the most industrious men who ever sat in the Congress of the United States. He made himself a master of legislative subjects... He was a kindly man when one came to know him. He was a man who would be long remembered by his associates of privilege to associate with him. I think I bespeak the respect which all Members on this side of the Chamber had for him—We lament his passing.
New Stake Formed in Southern Arizona

Organized on Sunday, March 3, the Southern Arizona Stake became the one hundred and thirty-seventh stake in the Church, and the seventh to be formed in Arizona.

 Called to preside over the new unit was Alando B. Ballantyne, professor at the University of Arizona and formerly head of the Southern Arizona District in the California Mission. Jared J. Trejo of St. David was named first counselor and M. O. Evans of Bisbee, second counselor.

The new stake includes seven wards formerly branches of the California Mission: Tucson, Bisbee, Douglas, Binghampton, Pomerene, St. David, and Whitewater, and one branch, Nogales.

Representing the General Authorities at the organization were Dr. John A. Widtsoe of the Council of the Twelve and C. Orval Stott of the Church Welfare Agricultural Advisory Committee.

Division of Twentieth Ward Creates North, South Units

The Twentieth Ward, Ensign Stake, was divided February 16 into a north section including approximately one thousand members and a south section of some eleven hundred members, both wards to use the present chapel and recreation hall.

Outgoing bishop of the old Twentieth Ward was Edwin Q. Cannon, recently sustained as president of the Ensign Stake. Eldred G. Smith was appointed bishop of the North Twentieth Ward, with J. H. Cook and Guy P. Stevens as counselors. William E. Stoker was sustained as bishop of the South Twentieth Ward, with Orval C. Fox and E. Stephen Buckmiller as counselors.

Divisions Create New Wards

Division of the Ensign Ward, Ensign Stake, into the West Ensign and East Ensign wards, both to use the same ward chapel, was effected February 9. The Ensign Ward bishopric was retained for the West Ensign Ward: Waldo M. Andersen, bishop; J. Eldredge and Kenneth S. Bennion, counselors; and Willard D. Rogers, clerk. William M. Faulds was named bishop of the East Ensign Ward, with Ambrose T. Mason and Ralph Hardy as counselors, and Joseph W. Coles, clerk.

The Murray Third Ward resulted from a division of the Murray First Ward, Cottonwood Stake. Bishop L. P. Parry and counselors Frank A. Johnson and Ivan N. Bean, with Clinton P. Smith, clerk, head the new Third Ward. Persyl Richardson succeeds Alma E. Crane as bishop of the First Ward, with W. L. Wright and Paul S. Rose as counselors, and Sylvester Turner as clerk.

New President Appointed To Hawaiian Temple

Albert H. Belliston, for sixteen years president of the Juab Stake, has been appointed president of the Hawaiian Temple at Laie. President Belliston, who will leave for Honolulu on May 1, succeeds Castle H. Murphy, former Hawaiian Mission president and temple head since January, 1938.

Prominent in civic and business affairs in Nephi, Utah, President Belliston has served the Church as missionary to Hawaii from 1898 to 1902, as counselor in the bishopric of the Nephi Ward, and as bishop of the south division when the ward was divided in 1914. From August, 1924, until February of this year he served as president of the Juab Stake.

Three Stakes Sustain New Presidencies

Recent reorganizations have given the Hyrum, Bear Lake, and Juab stakes new presidencies as follows:

In the Hyrum Stake, Edwin Clawson succeeds President Danford M. Bickmore, Albert Zbinden replaces first counselor John C. Brenchley, and B. M. Thompson has been named second counselor.

In the Bear Lake Stake, former second counselor E. Woodruff Stucki was sustained as president, succeeding President George H. Robinson; Fred J. Price was named first counselor, succeeding Alfred A. Hart, and John P. Hume was appointed second counselor.

In the Juab Stake, Will L. Hoyt succeeded Albert H. Belliston as stake president. Counselors James H. Ockey and Herman W. Mccune were retained.

Washington Services Honor Late Reed Smoot

Remembered as a great American who applied his religion to his public life and thus won respect for himself.

A PATRIARCH AND HIS POSTERITY—ELDER GEORGE F. RICHARDS AT EIGHTY

Elder George F. Richards of the Council of the Twelve, acting Presiding Patriarch of the Church, at eighty years of age stands as patriarch at the head of a large and favored posterity as well—a family numbering fifteen sons and daughters (thirteen of them living), fifty-six grandchildren, and twenty-two great-grandchildren. Eighty-free members of the family are shown gathered at a cliter and program honoring Elder and Sister Richards the day following Elder Richards' eightieth birthday on February 23. At eighty, Elder Richards is in excellent health, active and energetic. In these blessings, his wife, Alice Robinson Richards, the mother of all his children, shares equally.
The Church Moves On

his Church, and his state, the late Elder Reed Smoot of the Council of the Twelve, who died on February 9, was honored at memorial services held Sunday, March 9, in the beautiful Washington, D. C. chapel of the Church which he attended in building.

Principal speakers at the services, which were attended by members of the late senator’s family, were President Rudger Clawson of the Council of the Twelve, former Senators William H. King of Utah and Henry P. Ashurst of Arizona. Also present were Senator Elbert D. Thomas, who pronounced the invocation, and Representative J. Will Robinson of Utah, former Senator James Watson of Indiana, Representative Hatton W. Summers of Tennessee, Senator T. B. Baker of Washington State, and Bishop Edgar B. Brossard, who offered the benediction.

New Chapels Dedicated

Recently dedicated by visiting Authorities are the following chapels:

President David O. McKay of the First Presidency participated in dedicatory rites for the Trenton Ward chapel, Benson Stake, and for the chapel of the Albuquerque Branch, New Mexico.

In the Northern States Mission Elder Richard R. Rainey dedicated chapels at East Detroit, Michigan; Rhinelander, Wisconsin; and in Cambridge City, Peru, and Linton, Indiana.

The Parowan West Ward chapel was dedicated by Presiding Bishop LeGrand Richards during the Parowan Stake quarterly conference in February.

Bishops, Presiding Elders Receive Appointments

Squier Ward, Lyman Stake, Foster L. Gordon, succeeds Lawrence E. Harris.
Wilmington Ward, Long Beach Stake, Eldon M. Stratford succeeds Cornell E. Jarvis.
Las Vegas Ward, Moapa Stake, Reed Whipple succeeds Berkeley L. Bunker.
Parkward Ward, Young Stake, Kenneth J. Tanner succeeds John F. Olson.
Ely Ward, Nevada Stake, William J. Hemingway succeeds O. Udell Call.
Snake Valley Branch, Nevada Stake, S. Ira Jensen succeeds Sylvan D. Warner.
Nankuli Branch, Oahu Stake, Robert L. Worley succeeds Rollo Dutson.
Salad Ward, Palmyra Stake, H. Elmer Sabin succeeds Ray Davis.
Searl Third Ward, Parowan Stake, B. Glen Kenney succeeds Samuel F. Legh.
Victoriaville Branch, San Bernardino Stake, Laton S. Smith succeeds James N. Lewis.
Vineyard Ward, Sharon Stake, Walter R. Holdaway succeeds Thoirt C. Herbertson.
Rockport Branch, Summit Stake, Marquis P. Pendleton succeeds Karl B. Hixson.
Belvedere Ward, Pasadena Stake, Orin F. Lamb succeeds Harold R. Harrison.

Frank W. Asper Completes Concert Tour in South

Back from touring cities of the southern states where he has appeared in a series of well-received organ recitals, is Dr. Frank W. Asper, Tabernacle organist. Appearing with Dr. Asper was Ruth Howell, dramatic soprano from Hollywood, California. Each year Dr. Asper’s artistry wins him wider praise and appreciation, for his “skill as well as his warm and genial personality.”

“Era”Cities Missionaries Released in February, 1941

Missionaries released during February, 1941, and others not previously appearing on the “honor roll” are here listed:

California: Albert G. Brain Jr., Chadbourn, California; Howard B. Cottrell, Morgan, Utah; Delbert W. Curtis, Payson, Utah.
Canadian: Alvin A. Bennett, Taber, Alberta, Canada; Leo G. Dow, Picture Butte, Canada; Elmer O. Johnson, Jr., Safina, Arizona.
Canada: Karl T. Mikkelsen, St. Paul, Minnesota, Utah; Paul D. Quinn, Nampa, Idaho; Mahal Smith, Salt Lake; Clyde A. Stanford, Stavely, Canada; Kimball Vance, Salt Lake; Ervin C. Walton, Picture Butte, Canada; Ronald M. Warr, Heyburn, Idaho.

Central States: Thyrina F. Larsen, Ashton, Idaho; Carl Racher, Lehi, Utah; Eldridge E. Shakespear, Provo, Utah.
Western States: Verla Ashcraft, St. Anthony, Idaho; Florence D. Call, Salt Lake; Beryl R. Gardner, Hayden, Utah; Ted J. Loveless, Payson, Utah; Jessica Utlall, Thatcher, Arizona; Earl H. Wilson, Hyrum, Utah.
Hawaii: James R. Anderson, Mesa, Arizona; Carlyle S. Miller and Mrs. Carlyle S. Miller, Huntington Park, Calif.; Roscoe F. Sorenson, Midvale, Utah; Robert S. Taylor, Salt Lake.
New England: H. Max Bergerson, Cornish, Utah; James M. Clayton, Midvale, Utah; Iva Rose Decker, Mesa, Arizona.
Northern States: Russel H. Bous, Garland, Utah; Laurence C. Cooper, Provo, Utah; Ellis D. Orchard, Twin Falls, Idaho; Jarvis M. Petersen, Brigham City, Utah; LeRoy T. Taylor, Salt Lake; Douglas M. Thompson, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Northwestern States: Walter L. Haws, Mesa, Arizona; Irvin W. Jeffery, Delta, Utah; Clara C. Jensen, Mantle, Utah; Don F. Mannwill, Richfield, Idaho; Jack E. Minear, Keams Canyon, Arizona; Max H. Skinner, Lehi, Utah; Robert S. Thorup, Salt Lake.
Southern States: William L. Black, Blanding, Utah; Eva Egbert, Pocatello, Idaho; Clyde W. Fowler, Salt Lake; William M. Harker, Shelley, Idaho; Ray J. Kirkland, Carey, Idaho.
Spanish-American: Ramon L. Chapman, Rigby, Idaho; Rulon B. Fox, Springville, Utah; Floyd E. Hayes, Salt Lake; Mildred Schwendiman, Newdale, Idaho.
Western States: Clyde H. Armstrong, Cedar City, Utah; George A. Platt, Richfield, Utah; Boyd L. Squires, Great Falls, Montana; Emma La Rue Whiteby, Alpine, Utah.

Hugh Ireland Passes On

On January 16, 1941, Elder Hugh Ireland, for twenty years editor of (Continued on page 243)
April Conference Specials

For the benefit of Conference visitors, we are offering some outstanding values in L. D. S. Literature, general books and high-grade merchandise during the Conference period, from April 1 to April 12.

Here are a few of our exceptional offers in books:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Regular</th>
<th>Conference Special</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An Introduction to the Study of the Book of Mormon</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life of Brigham Young, Gates and Widtsoe</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Kirtland to Salt Lake</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Voice of the Intangible</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soul’s Fire</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Smith, The Prophet Teacher</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life of J. Golden Kimball</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combination Offer:
Life of Brigham Young
Life of J. Golden Kimball—both                      2.00

Rasha The Jew                                       1.25  1.00

Comprehensive History, 8 volumes                     30.00  25.00
B. H. Roberts                                      17.50  10.00

Documentary History, 7 volumes                      2.50  1.96

Their Gala Days, In Defense of the Mormons, Cluff   2.50  1.96

Bible Treasury, Nelson                              1.50  .49

Also a great stock of other L. D. S. Literature at regular prices, including:
Brigham Young, The Colonizer, Dr. Milton R. Hunter  $3.00

Brigham Young, The Man and His Works, Preston Nibley 2.50

Also a full supply of M. I. A. Reading Course Books, etc.

Seminary Teachers are invited to see our excellent stock of religious books, school supplies and aids for teachers.

When you come to Conference, visit the Deseret Book Company, and see the many Books, Gifts and other attractive items offered for sale. We carry the largest stock of Books in the Intermountain Region.

DESERET BOOK COMPANY
44 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah
THE GENERAL CONFERENCE

The One Hundred and Eleventh Annual Conference of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints will convene in the Tabernacle, Salt Lake City, Utah, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, April 4, 5, and 6, with general sessions each day at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. The general Priesthood meeting will be held in the Tabernacle on Saturday, April 5, at 7 p.m.

Jean A. Kirk

The First Presidency.

The presiding Bishopric announce that a meeting of Bishoprics and Stake and Ward Aaronic Priesthood workers will be held in the Tabernacle Sunday morning, April 6, at 7:30 a.m., to which Stake Presidencies and High Councilors are cordially invited.

A meeting for all Stake Presidencies, Mission Presidents, Ward Bishoprics, Ward Welfare Committees, Relief Society Presidencies, and Priesthood Quorum officers will be held in the Assembly Hall, Saturday, April 5, at 7:45 a.m., for the consideration of matters to be presented by the General Welfare Committee.

There are inferences to be drawn from this classic myth. One literal aspect of it is reminder that close living to the soil is a source of physical and moral and spiritual strength. It isn't only a question of what we make the earth yield. It is a question also of what nearness to the "good earth" produces inside us—in all our thinking and in all our approaches to the issues of life. Economically, a life close to the soil is a source of strength, as it also is morally and spiritually.

This is the verdict of history as far back as it goes. This is the counsel of all our leaders in this dispensation. Joseph Smith, in his community planning, made provision for each man to have a plot of ground sufficiently large to keep his feet close to Earth. Brigham Young reiterated the principle times without number—and then proceeded to demonstrate it in the building of the West. Every leader of Zion since then has urged our people to keep their roots in the soil. President Heber J. Grant has often publicly made the statement to the effect that if it weren't for new blood from the country, the cities would perish with self-bred decay. Dr. John A. Widtsoe, internationally recognized authority in the field of agriculture, has repeatedly declared his hope that the time would never come when the greater part of our people would not "live on the land," and this teaching is reflected in our preaching and practice, and is a dominant feature of the present Church Welfare program.

Those peoples, those nations, and those civilizations which have become predominantly urban have not fared well in times of crises. Once removed from the soil, they lose its guarantees of security and survival, and, what is more, they lose the wholesome and fundamentally sound outlook that comes from this universal source of strength. They lose moral force, a dependable sense of values, rugged self-dependence, and virility of manhood.

And so, as the coming of another spring turns our thoughts again to pursuits of the soil, we say to the Latter-day Saints as it has been said all through the years: If you have a farm, farm it. Don't give up your land until you have looked at all sides of the question. Don't lose it by indulging in the terrible luxury of over-indebtedness. Don't sacrifice a birthright that might sustain you through crises which otherwise might not be so well weathered. Keep close to Earth. Keep your roots in the soil and face the storms with a greater assurance than can they who have been uprooted by those conditions and circumstances which cause them to live from hand to mouth, once removed from this great source of strength.

So much we say for the story of Antaeus, the giant, who, in this account, represents mankind, and Hercules, who, for our purposes, represents that unfortunate way of living which holds a man away from the life-giving security of mother Earth. The Latter-day Saints must be proof against any false standards or pernicious doctrines that would lead them in great numbers to be uprooted from the soil, there to lose physical strength and suffer moral and spiritual deterioration.—R. L. E.
EVIDENCES AND RECONCILIATIONS

xxxvi. What Is the Meaning of the Atonement?

The universe is dual: spiritual and material, composed of "spirit-element" and "matter-element." These two realms are closely interwoven, perhaps of the same ultimate source; yet they are distinct in their nature. Mastery of the universe means acquaintance with and control of both of these elemental divisions of the universe in which we live.

All men had a spirit birth, and, before the earth was created, lived a pre-existent life, often called the "eternal estate." In that existence, the spirit children of God, later to become the men and women of earth, possessed the faculties we enjoy here. They could learn, choose, grow or retrograde even as on earth. God, their Father, provided means for their development, but did not rob them of their free agency. (Doctrine and Covenants, 29:35.)

These pre-existent beings possessed only bodies of "spirit-element." Therefore, they were limited to an intimate acquaintance with the spirit world. The material world could not be satisfactorily explored, nor known and controlled by beings having only spirit bodies as their means of communication. Nevertheless, their divine destiny was to know the whole universe to which they belonged—to become like their Father. To do this they needed to acquire bodies of "matter-element"—later to become refined and celestialized. Such material bodies would be tools by which the desired knowledge of the world of matter might be known, and controlled for man's progress.

When God, the Father of the spirits of men, saw that His children were ready for the knowledge of the material world, He called them together to discuss their further education. In the great council which followed (Moses, 4:1-3; Abraham, 3:22-28; Doctrine and Covenants, 29:36; 76:25-29), the Father presented a plan for this further education known as the Plan of Salvation, or the Gospel of Jesus Christ. This Plan was accepted by two-thirds of the council, and rejected by one-third. There was no chance for neutrality. The Plan had to be accepted or not accepted. The sorrow of the opponents to the Plan is that they cannot acquire matter-bodies which would give them knowledge and power that they must now be without.

The Plan provided that "matter-element" should be collected and made into an earth, as a schoolhouse, upon which the spirits of men might dwell with earth-bodies, in pursuit of their preparation for the more complete mastery of the universe. The eldest spirit-son of God, known to us as Jesus, the Christ, was chosen to lead in the execution of the Plan; and Adam, another among the chief sons of God, and Eve, who was his wife, were chosen to be the first to go down on earth to take upon themselves earth-bodies, and to become the earthly parents and heads of the race of men to be born on earth.

The education of the spirit children of God was to be exacting. For a great gift one must labor much. They would go to the earth in forgetfulness of the past, depending upon their own free agency, to be clothed in bodies of "earth-element," provided by their earthly parents; subject to the conditions of earth, instead of the perfected state of their spirit home.

More terrifying was another requirement. Sometimes in their earth career under the operation of the law which provided the bodies on earth, their bodies would be separated from them, in a process called death, and they would for a time be so separated until divine forces acting under a higher law, reunited the body, purified and celestialized for an eternal existence, with the spirit, which, because it is a child of God, is also eternal. All this was planned for the education of man, and to insure his eternal progress amidst the elements of the universe.

Clearly, the processes involved in the operation of the Plan are beyond the full comprehension of man. Yet enough has been revealed to make the essentials of man's entrance upon earth, and progress in the hereafter, understandable to the human mind.

To subject an eternal being to the dominion of "earth-element"—that is, to forgetfulness, with the many vicissitudes of earth, and eventual death—appeared to be a descent in power and state. The first man, to bring himself under such dominion and domination, would have to break, or set aside, an established law; but unless this were done, the Plan could not be inaugurated. Man, made to walk upright, must bend his back through the tunnel through the mountain which leads to a beautiful valley. Adam and Eve accepted the call to initiate the Plan, and subjected themselves to earth conditions. That was the so-called Fall of Adam, an act necessary for the winning of bodies of earth-element by man, and for the fulfillment of divine law. (Moses, 4:7-13; 5:10, 1.) Just how this "Fall" was accomplished is not known, and probably cannot be understood by the mortal mind. One thing must be kept in mind: The Fall was not a sin. It was a necessary act in a series of acts by which ultimately all men will win an eternal possession of their earth-bodies. In the Gospel sense, the fall of Adam brought life not death into man's eternal existence.

Here then, would be the condition of man after he had acquired an "earthly body" and then was separated from it by the process called death: He was rich in earth experience but without the earth-body to be used by him as an eternal tool to help him win his eternal place among the realities of the universe. The "Fall of Adam" had made possible the earth experience, but another act was necessary to restore the body of the earth, purified and fitted for eternal life, to the eternal spirit. Someone had to effect a reunion of body and spirit and fit the body for eternal existence. Some— (Continued on page 253)
THE average child almost defies its parents, and little tots dressed for Sunday School or for a walk with their parents reveal by the expression on their faces something of the joy they get from such an experience.

In times of turmoil, selfishness, and strife, if we are going to prepare our children to help make this world a better and happier place to live in we must introduce religion into their lives as a vital force. We must teach them to love their neighbors and teach them that there are better things in this world than the grabbing of money and the pursuit of pleasure.

Religion has been taken out of our schools, and the Bible is no longer read and referred to in the home. The consequence is that our penitentiaries and reformatories are filled to overflowing with boys and girls that are just starting out in life. One of the great commandments is to honor the Sabbath Day, to keep it holy, which many of us are disregarding. We are taking our families on pleasure trips; we are cutting our lawns and tinkering around our homes instead of taking our children by the hand and going to a place of worship.

We have shifted the responsibility of training our children to the neighbors and the school. Our children are allowed to roam around, and we are not as careful of their associations as we should be. In many instances we are not teaching by precept and by example the necessity for refraining from the tobacco and liquor habit. Our children are growing up with the idea that to smoke or to drink is rather smart and clever.

Because children are so inclined to walk with their parents, parents must be careful where they walk.

**Here's How—**

Swish—and it's all cleaned off, without water, without rubbing. What's the magic? Why, Vano, of course. Simply wet your cloth with it and rub off the dirt.

For that glorious spring build-up—visit any of the beauty shops advertised in this
Homing

magazine. They'll refresh you and re-

furbish you and restore your confidence in

yourself.

Handy Hints

To save the back part of the cuff of
your trousers from rubbing on the
floor of your car when driving, just pull
the trouser leg tight around the leg,
then clip a spring clothespin in front,
close to the leg. It saves a lot of clean-
bills and takes only a moment to adjust.
—L. C. H., Bell, California.

To keep my spoons of thread orderly
and at my finger tips, I took a one-
half-inch board—3 by 18 (these dimen-
sions may, of course, vary) and painted
it to match the inside of my linen closet.
Into this painted board I drove two
rows of finishing nails on which my
spools fit. This 'spool board' I nailed
to the inside of my linen closet door.
I can now see at a glance the colors of
thread I have, and there is no time
wasted in searching for that lost spool of
thread. —V. D. N., Preston, Idaho.

In winding wool into balls for knitting
purposes, leave the first end out about
six inches. Proceed to make the ball,
taking care not to cover the end hang-
ing out by placing the thumb in this
space, winding around this end of the
ball. When completed, the ball will un-
wind from the center. The ball does
not roll away, but stays stationary
until all is used up.—Mrs. E. L., Glen-
wood, Alberta, Canada.

Rub a thin layer of liquid wax over
your window sills occasionally.
You will find this keeps the sills much
easier to dust and care for. It pro-

ects the sills from water spotting also.
—Mrs. B. B., Olympia, Washington.

Cooks' Corner

By Barbara Badger Burnett

Asparagus and Tuna Croquettes

1 can baked tuna
2 cups cooked asparagus
1 cup mushroom soup
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
1 egg

Dry bread crumbs

Cut asparagus in inch pieces and cook
until tender in boiling salted water. Melt
the butter, add the flour and stir in the
soup. Stir until thick and smooth. Add
the tuna and asparagus. Season and cool.
Shape into croquettes. Egg and crumb
and fry in deep hot fat until brown.

(Continued on page 228)
ENROLL NOW
(Comence Later if Desired)
$25. Discount on a Complete
COUSE IN BEAUTY CULTURE
A State Accredited School
Ogden School of Beauty Culture
Over Egyptian Theatre
OGDEN, UTAH
Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ____________________________

MUSIC
We specialize in music for churches and schools. Large songs for vocal and instrumental solos,
choirs, bands and orchestras. Headquarters for music for L. D. S. organizations. Mail orders
filled promptly or write for catalogues and special lists.
DAYNES MUSIC CO.
We solicit your patronage
47 So. Main St. Salt Lake City
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(Continued from page 227)
Carrot Nests
2 cups mashed or strained carrots
4 tablespoons melted butter
salt and pepper
1 cup cooked green peas
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
1/2 cup evaporated milk
1/2 cup water
1 egg yolk

Add the 4 tablespoons butter to the carrots. Season with salt and pepper and whip until fluffy. Shape into nests on a
buttered baking pan and bake at 400° until slightly browned. Remove to serving places with a flatter server and fill with the
following sauce: Melt the 2 tablespoons butter, add the flour and the milk and
and water gradually. Stir until thick and smooth. Season, add the beaten egg yolk and the peas.

Rhubarb and Pineapple Salad
1 package pineapple gelatin dessert.
1 cup cooked rhubarb
1 cup cold water
6 slices canned pineapple
cottage cheese
chopped nuts
whipped cream
salad dressing
lettuce

Bring 1 cup of cooked and sweetened rhubarb to the boiling point. Pour over the
pineapple gelatin and stir until dissolved. Add the cold water and pour into molds. Chill until firm. Arrange a well
drained pineapple slice on lettuce. Place a salad mold on top of pineapple. Top with
salad dressing mixed in equal proportions with whipped cream.

Butterscotch Pecan Pie
1 package butterscotch pudding
2 cups milk
1 pie shell
pecan nuts
whipped cream

Add 1/4 cup milk to the pudding and stir until smooth. Add the rest of the milk and cook, stirring constantly until the boiling
point is reached and the pudding is thick and smooth. Cool slightly and pour into a
baked pie shell. Cover the top with pecan halves and bake in a moderate oven until the
nuts begin to brown. Cool and top with sweetened whipped cream.

Easter Basket Cakes
2 cups cake flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
3 teaspoons baking powder
1/2 cup shortening
1 cup sugar
2/3 cup milk
1/2 teaspoon lemon extract
3 egg whites

Sift flour once, measure, add salt and
baking powder; sift three times. Cream
the shortening, add the sugar gradually;
cream until light. Add the flour and milk
alternately to creamed mixture, beating
batter hard after each addition; add favoring.
Fold in stiff-beaten egg whites. Bake
Homing
in colored baking cups at 375°. Frost the tops with white frosting. Sprinkle finely chopped green coconut around the edge and place three small Easter eggs in the center. Make handles with twisted stick candy by warming in the oven until soft enough to bend. Stick into cake and tie a bow of ribbon on top.

On the Book Rack
(Concluded from page 223)

PIONEER STORIES
(A collection of previously published stories by many authors, assembled under one cover by Preston Nibley for the Presiding Bishopric. Deseret News Press, 1940. 328 pages. $1.00.)

Throughout the decades of the past century many true stories have been published by and about our leaders and pioneer personalities. These stories, more thrilling than fiction, more impressive to youth than formal preachment, with their great lessons of life, have appeared from time to time in M. I. A., Sunday School, and Priesthood publications, in the Improvement Era, The Instructor, and in other magazines and publications that have been circulated throughout the Church. But a story in an old magazine or an old manual is all but buried, and these stories were too good to bury. Besides, we now have another generation with us. And so, the Presiding Bishopric has published forty of them under one cover at a price that all can afford. Boys and girls are reading them with more interest than they read fiction. They are "he-man" stories, each with an unforgettable lesson. The authors include Joseph F. Smith, Anthony W. Ivins, Lucy Mack Smith, and many others who knew life when it wasn’t easy and who tell about it thrillingly. Every family should have this collection of Pioneer Stories—and less cheap fiction will be read by the children in those homes where this book is available.

—R. L. F.

LOVE AT THE THRESHOLD
(Frances Bruce Strain. Appleton-Century Company, New York, 1940. 336 pages. $2.25.)

The author, who has published two previous books, has taken the necessary time to question boys and girls, men and women, concerning their interests, their likes and dislikes, about this matter of friendship, love, and marriage. Handling it as she does, in an easy, informal manner, she touches fundamentals in giving points for happier social living. The three divisions—dating, romance, and marriage—will indicate the scope of the subject. That she dedicated the book to her son, and prefaced it by addressing some of the young people whose ideas she had asked should be proof that she considered the matter serious enough to be seriously considered.

Young people will find much to help them in adjusting socially, which is perhaps the most important adjustment they are called to make. Mrs. Strain has made a book that will prove helpful to young persons and should be read by parents who are themselves perplexed concerning their growing-up children. All through the book, she emphasizes the value of the home. Most parents need to read the book in order to see how they may open their homes more to young folk in order to give them a wholesome background for living. M. C. J.

Now bleaching can be as easy on your linens as just plain washing!

IN FACT, Purex, the new-type Controlled-Action bleach, used with reasonable care, is actually less hard on linens than the extra rubbing necessary to get them white the ordinary way.

How Controlled-Action Purex takes the Danger out of Bleaching

Inferior bleaches often vary greatly in strength from bottle to bottle. One bottle is weak, the next one strong. You never know how much to use.

Bleach damage caused by these inferior products occurs as a thinning and weakening of fabric fibers, followed by the familiar fraying along folds and in spots previously stained.

Purex always has the same strength. Bottles taken at random from store shelves show an average loss in active ingredient (sodium hypochlorite) of only one-half per cent five months after manufacture. Furthermore, Purex always does its work at the same speed.

Thus, with Purex, when you follow the simple directions, your bleaching solution is never too weak, never too strong. This action is due to the exclusive Alkalimetric-Controlled Intrafill Process by which Purex is made.

All cottons and linens, including the finest satins damasks, the most delicate Venise, may be whitened safely with Purex, and will last as long as if no bleach were used, or slightly longer.

Why not have fresh, snowy-white linens always, when Purex with its Controlled-Action makes this so easy and so safe? At grocers’ everywhere.
Suds

Plenty of rich, foamy suds is evidence of a good soap. But the proof of a good soap lies in the results. PAR gives you both the evidence and the proof.

Quick, ample suds make washing easier, better. And the "Pyro" in PAR insures free rinsing, and no scummy ring around the tub. Try—

PAR SOAP

for next week's washing and see the difference. And start your set of lovely California table pottery which PAR brings you.

Conference Broadcast

(Concluded from page 198)

The messages are as changing as the waters of a stream whose length and depth are unknown. But there persists, more lasting than history, the solemn reaffirming of the ancient prophecy, "This gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world."

The mind continues its questioning, "How can this be done, when there are but two missionaries to a city, a dozen to a province, a score in a nation numbering millions of people?"

The dream fades, the reality of the present returns, the question is answered: "Do not retract from the spirit of the broadcast by coughing. We are speaking to an innumerable multitude."

Orrin Porter Rockwell

(Continued from page 207)

able relation of entertainer to the less pleasant one of executioner."

More appreciative is the appraisal that Remy and Brenchly give of their friend, Porter Rockwell. "Rockwell is a person sufficiently well known in the history of the Mormons for us to bestow a word on him. He is a man without much education, and of very ordinary intelligence, but at the same time extremely amiable and polite, with exceedingly distinguished and graceful manners. He has an imposing look, with a dash of the aristocratic in it, which is also perceptible in his small, plump, fair, and well-made hands. He has been accused, on no evidence—and many still persist in accusing him—of having, in May, 1842, fired a pistol at Governor L. W. Boggs, of Missouri. We will not attempt to settle the question either one way or the other. Rockwell is a man as vehement in his hatred as in his friendship. His attachment to Joseph Smith may have impelled him to desire and compass the death of one of the greatest enemies of the Mormons. Fanaticism and affection may have directed Rockwell's arm in this criminal act, and it is by no means impossible that the Church will one day revere him on this account, as the memory of Judith is elsewhere revered. What appears clear, too, is that Rockwell is incapable of doing wrong except under the impression that he is doing right; so persuaded are we of this, that we would trust him with life and property without hesitation. He is a lion in a lamb's skin, that we admit; but a brave and generous lion, full of heart and greatness, capable of the grandest devotedness, ready to sacrifice himself in behalf of anyone who has gained his esteem, without exception of sect or person, whether Jews, Pagans, Mussulmans, or Mormons. He is of the stuff from which heroes are wrought, and if the blood of heroes can be inferred from the expression of the face, or the qualities of the heart, one would swear there were traces of a lofty origin in him. It is he who is ever at hand where there is perilous service to be accomplished, a crime to be avenged, a sacrifice to be made which can be of advantage to the oppressed. He it was who at Carson Valley wished to put himself at the head of a company of volunteers for the purpose of avenging our reported death; and yet we were entire strangers to him then; but our boldness, our rashness possibly, in exposing ourselves alone in the desert, had touched him, and won for us a place in his affection. He proposed to escort us as far as California, and had we accepted his offer, he would have ac-

EAT MILK-WHITE EGGS FOR VITAMINS—MINERALS

The egg is a treasure-source of minerals, of vitamins, of protein. Eat more eggs for health! Choose "Milk White" Eggs for their high standard of quality. "Milk White" chickens are scientifically fed and cared for. Ask your grocer for "Milk White" Eggs and poultry products—they are the best you can buy!

Milk White" Eggs are used in all M. L. A. Cooking Schools
Orrin Porter Rockwell

accompanied us happy and content, without the remotest thought of any advantage to himself, proud of being able to give us this proof of his sincere regards."

Whatever extremes Porter's weaknesses may have reached for Valley Tan [whiskey], he maintained respect and consideration for his Church and its leaders. In their presence Porter was ever at his best, both in appearance and manners. Gottfredson relates such an experience in the following account:

"... While I was conversing with the President, Orrin Porter Rockwell called and gave President Young an account of the affair with the Indians at Pleasant Grove. I listened very attentively to his recital of the matter."

"O. Porter Rockwell while at Pleasant Grove was taken to be slightly intoxicated. He was active in moving among the crowd at the soldiers' camp; this all seems very distinct even now; I thought him almost silly with drink and had little respect for him until this interview with President Young. On that occasion he was well dressed in a black broadcloth suit, wore neatly polished shoes and a black silk hat; his language was free and grammatical. I concluded that Rockwell lived a double life in the interest of his friends and God's cause on earth. I will ever remember him with esteem."*  

*(To be Concluded)*

---

Indian Artifacts

(Concluded from page 216)

Mr. Payne was impressed by the difference in relics found on the old lake shore line and those farther out on the lake. It strongly suggested that there were two distinct periods of occupation, one of great antiquity. Also, there are two types of symbolic Indian writings found in this area which indicate the presence of ancient peoples who have long since vanished from this region. One type consists of paintings (pictographs) in red, yellow, and green ochre found on the walls of caves. The other type consists of carvings (petroglyphs) which are confined to rocky bluffs in a place called Tulelake Peninsula. These writings cannot be read today by the Indians whose ancestors were successors to the authors of the writings.

It is most reasonable from the evidence that there were at least two separate peoples upon this continent, one of which was much more ancient than the other.

---

"M-M-MM—CLAM SOUP!"

"M-mm's the word" for piping hot soup—or chowder—when it's made of Pioneer Minced Razor Clams! These rare razor clams come from a few cold, spray-drenched beaches on North Pacific ocean. The catch is limited... yet, even so, only the pure, clean white meats go into each can of Pioneer Clams—flavor-sealed by an exclusive process in their own natural nectar.

You'll find many ways to serve Pioneer Clams—from nectar cocktails and soup courses to one-dish casseroles. So buy the pantry-handy package of three cans... one for now, one for company and one for emergencies.

---

Special offer

3 CAN PANTRY-HANDY PACKAGE

Featured at your grocer's now...
A Word of Caution Concerning the Grand Coulee Project, Washington

(Concluded from page 201)

mention, but the investigations include studies of land clearing and grading, irrigating methods, adaptability of crops and livestock, farmstead arrangements, low-cost farm buildings, capital requirements and management, and many other matters bearing on farming development and operation, as well as studies of community problems such as highways, electrical services, water supplies, town locations, and educational and recreational facilities. . . .

"It has been estimated that the average for water rights will lie between $5.00 and $100.00 per acre and that the annual maintenance and operating expenses will average about $2.50 per acre. Under existing authority the Secretary of the Interior may defer the date of the first payment for water costs for a period not to exceed ten years, to ease the financial burden of the settler; without interest, may be spread over a period of 40 years. . . ."

"Appraisals of the irrigated lands are based on the lands' non-irrigated value—the earning power of the land—determined by its character and use, without reference to the prospect of irrigation. From less than $5.00 per acre, in the case of raw desert land, appraised values range to more than $300.00 for the better, improved wheat lands. . . ."

Quorum Socials

The officers of every Priesthood quorum are continually looking for means to increase interest in the work of their quorum and the activity of its members. A very helpful means to this end, experience proves, is social functions, held more or less frequently. A successful type used recently by the 145th Quorum of Seventy at Raymond, Taylor Stake, consists of a general hand shake, dancing, program numbers of singing, instrumental music, stories and short talks, refreshments, etc. During the dance a frequent change of partners is made.

About three hours is sufficient time to make a mixed program of the type indicated satisfactory and enjoyable. The dance music need not be elaborate or expensive. The objective is to get everyone to meet every other one in an atmosphere of joy, fun and fine fellowship.

When social affairs are to take place, efforts should be made to get all to attend. Many a member has been brought into activity through the door of social events. One type of social is indicated above.

Of course, there are several other suitable types. Let every quorum make sure that a requisite number of socials are provided during the year. Rich results will follow.

A Needed Reminder

Every Priesthood quorum in the Church, Melchizedek and Aaronic, may well be reminded that the First Presidencies has charged it "with the responsibility of (a) keeping its own members free from the vice of using alcohol and tobacco, and (b) assisting all others to do likewise. This charge was contained in a letter to the Council of Twelve, published in The Improvement Era, February, 1938, and it is still in force.

It is regrettably the case that reports show nearly every quorum of Melchizedek Priesthood in the Church has a few members who tamper more or less with tobacco and liquor. The approved method of winning these members to abstinence is our universally used missionary method of personal contact.

And the requirement is made of every Priesthood quorum, Melchizedek and Aaronic, that they see that this method is employed with every addict in their quorum. We are engaged in a struggle for the right. We cannot, we must not give up. So wise, energetic, tactful and persistent efforts should continue with every addict until victory is won. Let those responsible see that the Quarterly Reports show progress in these matters.

NO-LIQUOR-TOBACCO CAMPAIGN

The Grant Stake Convention

On February 16, 1941, Grant Stake held a very successful convention in its stake house at which was demonstrated the work that is being done under the auspices of the stake committee in our No-Liquor-Tobacco campaign. The methods and organizations used by them in the campaign were demonstrated in a highly interesting program. It was certainly proved that "where there is a will there is a way." Space in this issue will not permit a description of what Grant Stake is doing. We hope, however, that this can be done in the May issue.

We now mention only one feature of the campaign in Grant Stake—Poster Displays. These displays are exchanged among the wards to keep constantly before the people pertinent messages relative to the evils of using liquor and tobacco.

Franklin F. Fish, committee chairman of Wilford Ward, has this to say about the use of posters in his ward:

"In the Wilford Ward we use a set of posters containing gems of truth by famous people of our country who are in a position to know the facts about the destructive effects of tobacco and liquor upon the human body, and the favorable position of those who shun the use of these harmful products."

Each Sunday morning two different posters are placed in each class room of the ward and at the end of a three months period these are exchanged from the ward to other wards of the stake. Therefore, each class room of the ward has two different posters each week for a whole year.

A "hint to the wise is sufficient." In every stake various activities to further the interests of our campaign should be in progress.

The Relief Society Helps

The Relief Society is again rendering effective aid in our campaign. This consists of the distribution to all the homes in the Church, where there are young people, of a folder entitled "Injurious Effects Resulting From The Moderate Use of Alcohol" written by Colonel L. Mervin Maus of the Medical Corps of the U. S. Army. This paper is a valuable contribution to our cause of establishing the fact that "strong drink is not good for man"—a truth the Lord revealed to the Prophet Joseph Smith in 1833.

QUORUM PROJECTS

What is Your Quorum Doing?

Wasatch Stake Seventies

The 96th Quorum of Seventies of the Wasatch Stake, through the efforts of the stake presidency and members of the high council, were given the project of furnishing the Heber Light and Power Company with three hundred light poles. There were fifty-one members in the quorum, and of this number nineteen donated fifty-six days of work. At an appointed time the men went into the timber to gather poles. Some who could not go paid for an equal amount of labor. A total of thirty-one members took part in the project. Two of the brethren were given work for thirty days each. After the poles had
been delivered and all expenses paid, the project netted the quorum $229.44. Besides this, they furnished the stake Welfare committee with eight hundred pounds of meat, and the wives of the members made two quilts, sold them, and gave the money to the quorum.

Brother Vernon H. Probst, who makes the report, states:

We feel that the projects also added to the fraternal spirit of the quorum and that we are in a much better position to tackle a bigger project this year.

CLAWSON WARD

The Clawson Ward in Teton Stake knows how to put over a job in fast order. At ten o'clock one morning last summer, fifty men with fifty-five horses, nine tractors fully equipped, and one truck, met on a forty-acre tract owned by the ward. By four p.m. the full forty acres had been plowed, harrowed, drilled, and cultipacked. The fence around the entire field had been repaired.

At noon on this day the Relief Society served lunch to all the men. The stake presidency of Teton Stake, in making this report, stated: "By 4 o'clock all the men had left for their homes with a feeling of appreciation for the privilege of assisting in the great Welfare work."

Melchizedek Priesthood Outline of Study, May, 1941

(Text: Priesthood and Church Government.
(See also supplementary readings, problems, and projects below)

LESSON XLIX

THE OFFICE OF PRESIDENT OF THE CHURCH

(Read Chapter 19, pp. 251-254)

I. Consideration of organization of Church in outline
   (see text, p. 251)
   a. Presiding councils
   b. Divisions of the Priesthood
   c. Auxiliaries
   d. Specialized Church agencies

II. The President as presiding officer
   a. Presides over the Priesthood
   b. Presides over the whole Church
   c. Possesses fullness of keys
      1. Council of Twelve holds all authority in Church
      2. But actual jurisdiction vested in President
         (a) There cannot be two authorities with equal jurisdiction
         (b) But there can be two quorums holding same Priesthood authority

III. The President as Prophet, Seer, and Revelator
   a. President receives revelation for the Church as whole
   b. Officers may receive revelation for particular sphere
   c. Individuals may receive revelation for personal guidance

IV. The President as exemplar
   a. Called of God
   b. Enowed with Apostleship
   c. Dedicated to exemplary performance of duties, obedience to Gospel

Problems and projects:
I. Assign brief histories to be given of the administration of each of the seven Presidents of the Church since its organization. What has distinguished each administration? What has been the special contribution of each? How has each President in turn seemed to fill the particular needs and conditions of the times?
2. Consider the office of President in its three-fold capacity: executive, legislative, judicial. In position and powers, how does this office differ from that of president of any other governing body?
3. Show how, as the Church has approached more complex organization, many matters once the direct concern of the President have been referred to other officers, councils, and jurisdictions.
4. Distinguish clearly between the right to receive revelation for self and the right to receive it for the whole Church or for a given office within the Church. Cite specific illustrations that lie within your own experience and observation.

LESSON L

SUCCESION IN THE PRESIDENCY

(Read Chapter 19, pp. 254-258)

I. Choosing a President
   a. Death of President dissolves First Presidency
   b. Original jurisdiction rests with Council of Twelve: under revelation, appoints and nominates successor.
   c. Choice confirmed by vote of people

II. Principles of succession (See Supplementary Readings No. 1)
   a. The Presidency an office, not a special Priesthood
   b. Derives all its authority from the Priesthood
2. Presiding function not inherent in Priesthood of any man
   (a) Only by appointment and acceptance by the Church
   (b) Example of Joseph Smith
      (1) As Prophet, Seer, and Revelator, called of God and held keys of last dispensation independent of voice of people
      (2) But as President of the Church, subject to acceptance by the people
   b. The authority of the Twelve: Joseph Smith's witness concerning the keys of power (See Supplementary Readings No. 2)
      1. Testimony of Brigham Young: "You are not without Apostles"
      2. Testimony of Orson Hyde: the burden on the shoulders of the Twelve
      3. Testimony of Heber C. Kimball: Brigham Young, as head of Council, lawful successor
      4. Testimony of Willard Woodruff: "Every key, every ordinance, every principle, every Priesthood..." (See Supplementary Readings No. 3)
      5. Testimony of Parley P. Pratt: the keys of the sealing power conferred by Joseph Smith on Brigham Young as president of the Twelve

IV. Trial of a President
   a. Every officer answerable to the Church
   b. President "shall be had in remembrance before the common council of the Church (the Presiding Bishopric) assisted by twelve counselors of the High Priesthood"

Problems and projects:
I. Have someone, correctly informed,
   (Continued on page 242)
Aaronic Priesthood

Thirteenth in a series of articles written by the late Elder Orson F. Whitney of the Council of the Twelve. Published originally in "The Contributor."

During the last year of David’s life, his son, Solomon, was associated with his sire upon the throne, or at least was made king while his father yet lived. The cause of this step, which was precautionary, was the rebellion of Adonijah, brother of Absalom. This prince, following the ambitious example of his ill-starred brother, secured the defection of Abiathar the Priest. Joab, captain of the king’s host, and most of the princes, his brothers, and caused himself to be anointed and proclaimed king. The revolt was promptly crushed, Solomon using his authority to that end. Abiathar was thrust out of office, for his share in the conspiracy, thus fulfilling a portion of God’s prophecy against Eli, and though mercy was shown to Joab and Adonijah at the time, they were subsequently executed for other crimes. Zadok, who anointed Solomon king, B.C. 1015, was summoned to the office of High Priest. The most notable achievement of King Solomon’s reign was the building of the Temple of God on Mount Moriah; it was constructed on a scale of unparalleled magnificence, and dedicated with sublime and solemn ceremonies to the service of Jehovah. The edifice was commenced in the month of Zif, second month of the Hebrew year, B.C. 1012, the fourth year of Solomon’s reign and four hundred and eighty years from the time of Exodus. It was completed and dedicated seven and a half years later, in Bul, the eighth month, B.C. 1005.

Then Solomon assembled the Elders of Israel, and all the heads of the tribes, the chief of the fathers of the children of Israel, unto Jerusalem, to bring up the ark of the covenant of the Lord out of the city of David, which is Zion.

And all the Elders of Israel came; and the Levites took up the ark.

And they brought up the ark, and the tabernacle of the congregation, and all the holy vessels that were in the tabernacle; these did the Priests and the Levites bring up.

Also king Solomon, and all the congregation of Israel that were assembled unto him to sacrifice, sacrificed sheep and oxen which could not be told nor numbered for multitude.

And the Priests brought in the ark of the covenant of the Lord unto his place, to the oracle of the house, into the most holy place, even under the wings of the cherubim.

There was nothing in the ark save the two tables which Moses put therein at Horeb, when the Lord made a covenant with the children of Israel when they came out of Egypt.

And it came to pass, when the Priests were come out of the holy place; also the Levites which were the singers, being arrayed in white linen, having cymbals and psalteries and harps, stood at the east end of the altar, and with them a hundred and twenty Priests sounding with trumpets;

It came even to pass, as the trumpeters and singers were as one, to make one sound to be heard in praising and thanking the Lord; and when they lifted up their voice with the trumpets and cymbals and instruments of music, and praised the Lord, saying, For he is good; for his mercy endureth forever; that then the house was filled with a cloud, even the house of the Lord;

So that the Priests could not stand to minister by reason of the cloud: for the glory of the Lord had filled the house of God.

Now when Solomon had made an end of praying, the fire came down from heaven and consumed the burnt offering and the sacrifices; and the glory of the Lord filled the house.

And when all the children of Israel saw how the fire came down, and the glory of the Lord upon the house, they bowed themselves with their faces to the ground, and worshiped, and praised the Lord, saying, For he is good; for his mercy endureth forever.

Thus Solomon finished the house of the Lord.

(To Be Continued)
1. Check of each quorum on the seven items of the Standard Quorum Award, and plans for assistance to quorums below these standards.

2. Planning of quorum service projects. (These do not include regular quorum assignments.)

3. Planning of social and fraternal programs.

4. Assignments: At least one assignment each week for each member. Consider ways of assigning members and teaching them how to fill assignments.


The second meeting is to be held during the fourth week of the month, and will be devoted to the Aaronic Priesthood Extension Plan, including correlation of leadership, activities, and missionary work among inactive members.

Attending this meeting, in addition to the members of the Ward Aaronic Priesthood Committee, headed by the bishopric, will be the Sunday School teachers of Senior, Junior, Advanced Junior, Senior, and Advanced Senior classes, and the Y. M. M. I. A. Scoutmaster, Explorer leader, and M. I. A. Missionary.

The first part of the meeting is to be devoted to a discussion of matters affecting Aaronic Priesthood members in general, and the second part to their participation in the three organizations represented.

A suggested order of business follows:

**Extension Plan Meeting**

**Part 1—All in one group**

1. Instruct directions from bishopric.

2. Consideration of problems affecting members, and specifically in Quorums, Sunday Schools, and M. I. A.

**Part 2—Divide into three groups**

1. Correlation of, and distribution among quorums, Sunday School, and M. I. A., groups of social and fraternal programs.

2. Consideration of names of inactive members: (a) personal missionary visits, (b) requests for visits, and results; (c) suggestions for improving methods of approach and follow-up.

3. Conception of design of making meetings and activities more attractive and appealing to members.

The second part of this meeting is to be conducted in three departments—the bishop, with leaders of Priest's age groups; the first counselor preferably with leaders of Teachers' age groups; the second counselor preferably with leaders of Deacons' age groups. In these departments the specific problems of that particular age group affecting inactive members particularly will be discussed, and plans considered for increasing attendance and activity among inactive members and means of so conducting programs, meetings, and activities that those who are induced to attend may be retained. These are the principal objects of these department sessions.

Correlation of social, fraternal, and recreational activities of the three groups involved another important objective. These activities should be properly balanced according to the needs and desires of the three groups, and through the development of a common program, in cooperation with the ward budget committee, undue emphasis by any one group and conflicts in either dates or activities avoided.

An effort should be made by the leaders of the three groups to work together in such a manner as to see all three programs more attractive and appealing to boys and young men involved.

**What the New Simplified Plan Will Do**

1. Eliminate the Stake Aaronic Priesthood Extension Committee. Its duties, with one exception, (see No. 2 below) will be taken over by the Stake Aaronic Priesthood Committee.

2. Transfer correlation of social, fraternal, and recreational activities of these three groups, which are conducted on a stake basis, to the Stake Budget Committee in setting up its year-round program for all stake groups, as provided in the Budget Plan. It is provided that the stake chairman of the Aaronic Priesthood is to be a member of the Stake Budget Committee.

3. Center responsibility for all phases of the stake presidency. Its duty in the Stake Aaronic Priesthood Committee under the stake presidency, and in the ward, the bishopric and the Ward Aaronic Priesthood Committee.


5. Separate the Adult Aaronic Priesthood work from regular quorum supervision, setting up separate stake and ward committees to work out their own program of missionary work, supervision, and reports. These committees will operate entirely independently of the Stake and Ward Aaronic Priesthood Committees, and in close cooperation, under the guidance of the member of the stake presidency assigned to the Aaronic Priesthood in the stake, and under the bishopric in the ward.

**Explanatory Notes**

Under the new procedure, the Stake Aaronic Priesthood Extension Committee is divided into three parts: (a) personal missionary visits, (b) requests for visits, and results; (c) suggestions for improving methods of approach and follow-up.

In the first part of the meeting is to be conducted in three departments—the bishop, with leaders of Priest's age groups; the first counselor preferably with leaders of Teachers' age groups; the second counselor preferably with leaders of Deacons' age groups. These departments the specific problems of that particular age group affecting inactive members particularly will be discussed, and plans considered for increasing attendance and activity among inactive members and means of so conducting programs, meetings, and activities that those who are induced to attend may be retained. These are the principal objects of these department sessions.

Correlation of social, fraternal, and recreational activities of the three groups involved another important objective. These activities should be properly balanced according to the needs and desires of the three groups, and through the development of a common program, in cooperation with the ward budget committee, undue emphasis by any one group and conflicts in either dates or activities avoided.

It now becomes the responsibility of the Stake Aaronic Priesthood Committee to promote the Extension Plan in the wards, to confer with bishops and ward Aaronic Priesthood chairmen to encourage them to adopt the new plan and put it into effect at once.

In the ward the Extension Plan will operate very much as at present, but with the Aaronic Priesthood chairman and his committee given more direct responsibility under the bishopric.

The bishop will continue to preside in his capacity as president of the Aaronic Priesthood of the ward. His counselors will also continue in their present responsibilities—one, preferably the first counselor, directly responsible for the Teachers' age group; and the other, preferably the second counselor, directly responsible for the Deacons' age group. The bishop will personally be responsible, as at present, for the Priest's age group.

Responsibility for the routine details of the Ward Extension Plan will rest with the Ward Aaronic Priesthood Chairman, who becomes special assistant to the bishopric in the Extension Plan. It will be his duty, under the direction of the bishopric, to make sure that the reports are properly filled out, checked, and segregated in age groups for each monthly meeting; to contact the Sunday School and Y. M. M. I. A. groups to insure their attendance and participation in the monthly meeting; and, with his committee, and secretaries to follow through the operation of the Extension Plan.

At the monthly meeting the bishop may delegate as much of the detail as desired to the Ward Aaronic Priesthood chairman; but, in all cases, the three members of the bishopric, as the presidency of the Ward Aaronic Priesthood, and responsible for all activities which concern or affect members of the Aaronic Priesthood, are to attend, to direct the meeting, and to take charge of their department when the meeting divides for consideration of specific problems of their respective age groups.

In these separate departments, the bishop will meet the leaders and advisers of Priest's groups consisting of the priest and the priest's counselor, the Sunday School teacher of the Advanced Junior class, and the M. I. A. leader. The first counselor, preferably, will meet with leaders of the Teachers' age group consisting of the Teachers' quorum adviser, the Sunday School teacher of the Senior class, and the M. I. A. leader. The second counselor, preferably, will meet with leaders of the Deacons' age group consisting of the Deacons' quorum adviser, the teachers of both the Junior and Advanced Junior classes in the Sunday School, and the Scoutmaster.

In each of the groups the names of inactive members will be assigned for personal visits. It is recommended that two names be assigned to each leader, except the members of the bishopric, for each month for visit and report. In making visits, every possible effort should be made to discover the causes of inactivity. When reports of visits are made, these causes should be carefully considered, and where they concern leadership, lack of preparation, program activities, or any other cause within the control of the Extension group, every effort should be made to remove the causes as quickly as possible.

An active, dependable secretary, for the stake committee and area committee, is indispensable to the success of this plan. One secretary should serve in the ward for both the Aaronic Priesthood Committee and the Extension Plan.

**NEW ADULT AARONIC PRIESTHOOD PLAN**

**Stake Organization**

**Member of Stake Presidency—Advisor**

**Stake Chairman** *(To be a member of the High Council)*

**First Counselor** *(To be selected at large)*

**Second Counselor** *(To be selected at large)*

These members may, or may not be members of the High Council, as desired by the stake presidency.

**Meetings**

The committee should meet at least once each month to consider ward reports, progress of work in the wards, and ways of making this missionary work most effective.

*(Concluded on page 236)*
Aarionic Priesthood

(Concluded from page 235)

It should also meet with ward adult committees in the regular monthly leadership meetings to discuss reports, exchange suggestions for increasing the effectiveness of the work and the development of social programs and Welfare Plan projects.

Ward Organization

Two, four, six or more members, according to the size and needs of the ward. This committee is to direct and carry on active missionary work among adult members of the Aarionic Priesthood. Being a missionary committee, specifically for adult members of Aarionic Priesthood, it will function separately from the Ward Aarionic Priesthood Committee or other missionary groups.

Meetings:

At least once a month. At this meeting experiences should be exchanged, reports of progress considered, and plans developed for greater effectiveness in missionary contacts.

A definite program should be provided for social activities for the adult group. Participation in the Church Welfare Plan should be a part of the adult Aarionic Priesthood activities in every ward.

Yellowstone Park, Wyoming

I am enclosing for your consideration and possible use a small poem which I wrote one evening last week while listening to a radio commentator extoll the virtues of cigarettes.

Because of my Mormon beliefs, this poem expresses my feelings on the subject of smoking.

John Macbeth.

On Smoking

Go give men their bodies Pure and good and clean.

Why do they pollute them Inhalings nicotine?

Why do women risk the health Of children yet unborn, And the will of God.

Ignore with selfish scorn?

Teach them, Father, is my prayer,

To cast this sin away,

And in healthful living

Praise Thee day by day.

Presiding Bishop Receives Message from Antarctic

"Just returned from journey to the Eternity Range, never before touched by man," was the terse message relayed to Presiding Bishop LeGrand Richards late in January from Captain J. Glenn Dyer, Latter-day Saint and a government engineer formerly of Salt Lake City who now heads the Byrd expedition in the Antarctic. Bishop Richards while presiding over the Southern States Mission knew Captain Dyer as a student at Georgia Tech.

WARD TEACHERS

AND if any man among you be strong in the Spirit, let him take with him that is weak, that he may be edified in all meekness, that he may become strong also.

Therefore, take with you those who are ordained unto the lesser Priesthood. ... (Doc. and Cov., 84:106, 107.)

Suggestions For Ward Teachers

Teachers should be actively interested in their people. They should visit them in times of illness and death. They should be aware of the spiritual, physical, and temporal status of their people to such an extent that distress and want may be reported at once, and appropriate assistance to the worthy be provided without delay.

In keeping with the duties assigned to teachers by revelation, it is highly appropriate, where making a formal visit, to ask each member of the family questions containing the following import:

1. Are you in harmony—
   a. With your neighbors and associates?
   b. With ward, state, and General Authorities of the Church?

2. Are you attending to your Church duties—
   a. As children: Attending meeting, fasting once each month and paying Fast Offering, paying tithing, and participating in ward social functions?
   b. As an officer: Setting proper example, attending council meetings, etc.?

3. Are you attending to secret and family prayers?

Ward Teachers' Message for May, 1941

"Pay Your Tithes and Be Blessed"

Bishop Edward Hunter, third Presiding Bishop of the Church, frequently ended his sermons on tithing with the statement, "Pay your tithes and be blessed." This admonition is suggested for serious consideration by every member of the Church.

We all want blessings. We want the things the Lord can give us. We want the rewards promised to those who obey the commandments. Specifically every Latter-day Saint naturally desires the blessings promised to those who observe the law of tithing.

These blessings await all who are willing to comply with the law; to all who have faith enough to accept the promise given by the Lord when He said: "Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that there may be meat in mine house, and prove me now herewith, ... if I will not open you the windows of heaven, and pour you out a blessing, that there shall not be room enough to receive it."

It should be fully understood in applying Bishop Hunter's advice, that the blessings so many of us desire and which are promised to those who obey the law cannot be purchased with money. The promised blessings come not through the payment of money but through obedience to the law.

We are told in the Doctrine and Covenants, Section 130. Verses 20-21 that: "There is a law irrevocably decreed in heaven before the foundation of the world upon which all blessings are predicated, and when we obtain any blessing from God it is by obedience to the law upon which it is predicated."

This additional scripture from the Doctrine and Covenants, Section 82, Verse 10, has bearing upon the manner in which blessings are earned: "I, the Lord, am bound when ye do what I say; but when ye do not what I say, ye have no promise."

Thousands of faithful tith-payers throughout the Church, both at home and abroad, bear fervent testimony of the blessings which come from obedience to the law of tithing. Blessings do follow obedience.

During the month of May, the law of tithing is to be called to the special attention of members of the Church. It is highly appropriate that during this month parents join in this Church-wide movement by teaching tithing to their children. "Pay your tithes and be blessed" is good advice for both young and old.
A REMINDER TO STAKE PRESIDENTS AND BISHOPS CONCERNING THE NEW PLAN

WE remind all stake presidents and bishops of the organization and functions of the stake and ward genealogical committees: If they are not yet organized in ward or stake—please do so without further delays. Reports have been received that many stakes are slow in getting this organization functioning properly under the new plan recently inaugurated.

STAKE AND WARD TEMPLE AND GENEALOGICAL COMMITTEES

The new STAKE COMMITTEE of Temple and Genealogical Activities should consist of:

1. A stake chairman, who is a member of the High Council.
2. An assistant, who is a Seventy.
3. An assistant, who is an Elder.

This committee is to promote temple work, research, family organizations, and fifth Sunday programs within the stake. One assistant is to supervise baptismal appointments; the other, endowments and sealings.

The new WARD COMMITTEE should be made up as follows:

1. A ward chairman, who should be either a High Priest, a Seventy, or an Elder, and a member of the Church Service Committee of his quorum.
2. An assistant to supervise baptismal appointments.
3. An assistant to supervise endowments and sealings.

If the Chairman is a High Priest, one assistant should be a Seventy, the other an Elder, and hold membership on the Church Service Committee of his quorum.
4. A secretary.
5. The teacher of the Sunday School Genealogical Training Class.
7. Two other members, if needed, from the ward at large.

NEW COMMITTEES URGED TO FUNCTION ENERGETICALLY

Letter 10
March 4, 1941

To Stake Chairman:

In our circular letter to stake presidents, which was dated Aug. 29, 1940, outlining the revised organization and functions of stake and ward temple and genealogical committees, these paragraphs occur:

Promotion of Temple Work. Thus the encouragement of attendance at the temple and the organization of stake and ward group visits becomes the major responsibility of stake and ward genealogical officers. All appointments for official baptism, endowment or sealing excursions from the stake should utilize every established organization and every legitimate opportunity to have effective announcements of such appointments given, and to stimulate and inspire worthy Church members to participate.

Duties of the Stake Chairman. The stake chairman should exercise general supervision and encouragement of temple attendance in the stake, and should have direct responsibility for planning successful programs to be presented in ward sacrament meetings at the beginning of any month, conforming strictly to the purpose of such sacrament meetings, and arranging for the outlined program for the annual Genealogical Sunday to be given in every ward of the stake in September.

Reports from various temples indicate a regrettable falling off in temple attendance. Particularly do sufficient names appear to be lacking for baptismal appointments. We must do all in our power to correct this situation.

It is inevitable that, due to the war, many families deriving from Germany, Denmark, Norway, Holland, Belgium, and France, should be cut off from their source of supply of names for temple work. Fortunately are the families who wisely had a search made of available sources in these countries before the crash came.

In England, Scotland, Ireland, Sweden, and Finland, opportunities for research are still open. Particularly in Great Britain do the parish ministers display an eagerness to help, out of appreciation of the assistance our country has been able to render them. None of us knows how long this favorable situation may continue.

For those families whose ancestors resided for generations in America, there are many more records available for genealogical searching than ever before. These families can have no legitimate excuse for not being amply supplied with names for temple work.

We emphatically urge our stake and ward committees to do all in their power to increase temple work. Your efforts may develop along several definite lines.

1. Encourage more people to live worthy to obtain recommendations to go to the temple.
2. Stimulate worth members to attend the temple regularly, at appointed times where possible. This may be done through the medium of fifth Sunday programs, announcements in genealogical training and Gospel doctrine classes in the Sunday School and in the Melchizedek Priesthood quorums.
3. Organize regular stake and ward temple appointments for endowment and sealing, also class and quorum visits to the temple such as those of groups from the Elders’ home offices, High Priests, Gospel Doctrine Class, Genealogical Training Class, Relief Society, ward officers and teachers, etc. Careful attention to details of proper announcement, preparatory organization and provision for transportation will add greatly to the success of these appointments.

4. Plan for regular baptismal appointments from your stake, advocating that the children serving as proxies bring, wher- ever possible, their own names with them.

5. Organize regular library visits and research excursions if you are within reasonable access to a genealogical library. Be sure to arrange an appointment at the library beforehand; have members bring their own pedigree charts with them; and select those of the group most experienced in research to serve as coaches to guide the others in their efforts.

6. Poster more vigorously than ever before the formation of family organizations, so that units of a large family may pool their resources and work in full cooperation in obtaining ancestral records and names to keep all busy in temple service.

We feel assured that if these and similar projects are undertaken a commendable increase in temple attendance can be secured.

Please inform us of any projects you put over successfully along this line that we may use your success to encourage other stakes.

Sincerely your brethren,
Archibald Bennett, Secretary.

CONCERNING TEMPLE SHEETS AND FAMILY GROUP SHEETS

Letter 9
March 4, 1941
To Stake Chairman:

This lesson text, “Out of the Books,” states on page 34: “It is planned in the near future to ask all persons submitting names for baptism and endowment to use only the family group record sheet explained in Lesson Ten.” Further explanation is given under 5(b), page 37. On page 28 the statement is more definite as to date: “The Family Group Record is the approved form for submitting all names in future (after Jan. 1, 1941) for baptism and endowment.”

At the time this was written (in July, 1940) it was anticipated that the new plan of procedure would be ready for operation by the first of this year. However, unavoidable delays occurred; and a longer period of experimentation to ensure a smooth working of all details was deemed desirable. We are not yet ready for family group records to be submitted in lieu of temple sheets, but that time is approaching.

Please inform your workers that official notice will be given them in ample time before the change takes effect. In the meantime they should continue to send in names for temple work upon temple sheets as heretofore.

Sincerely your brother,
Archibald F. Bennett, Secretary.
Genealogical Society of Utah.
SUGGESTIONS FOR ORGANISTS
By Alexander Schreiner

Of the three hymns recommended for congregational singing for April, May, and June, two are not well known. Organists will do well to play these hymns privately a few times, so that their ennobling spirit may immediately be felt when presenting them to our congregations.

APRIL

"How Great the Joy, That Promised Day," No. 209 in the hymn book, calls for a bold rendition in moderate tempo. Draw good sixteen-foot bass and super coupler. Separate the first three chords neatly. Whenever the bass and tenor parts lie beyond the reach of the left hand, play the tenor part in the right hand along with the alto and soprano. Near the end of this hymn, several tenor notes may need to be left out, if the player has a small hand. The whole notes in this hymn, marking as they do the ends of the phrases, should be held three beats only, allowing one beat of rest for breath. Good organists observe breathing places exactly as singers do.

MAY

"Come Let Us Sing an Evening Hymn," No. 128, is devotional and therefore calm. Observe breathing places at ends of all phrases. The last note of each phrase will therefore be shorter than written. The congregations, it will be found, will quite naturally sing this hymn legato. Therefore play it legato also.

JUNE

"Praise Ye the Lord," No. 2, should receive a spirited announcement by the organist. This does not mean a fast tempo. Observe that it is sung slightly non-legato, the words of one syllable slightly detached, the third phrase slightly softer and smoother for contrast, and the fourth phrase like the first. If sung that way, then be a good accompanist by playing it likewise. Two of the breathing rests are correctly printed. Observe them. A similar rest at the end of the third phrase, necessitates shortening the half note to a quarter note. Let the organ sing and breathe as though it were a living organism.
DR. BUCKMILLER NAMED TO Y. M. M. I. A. GENERAL BOARD

The appointment of Dr. Leroy J. Buckmiller, former member of the Pasadena and San Fernando Stake presidency and an active M. I. A. worker for more than fifteen years, to membership of the General Y. M. M. I. A. Board has been announced by Superintendent George Q. Morris.

The new General Board member, a practicing dentist, was born in Providence, Cache County, March 9, 1901, a son of Mr. and Mrs. E. Buckmiller. Before he moved to California, he acted as ward president of the M. I. A. in the Twentieth Ward, Salt Lake City.

Moving to North Hollywood from Salt Lake ten years ago, Dr. Buckmiller continued his Church activity, serving in the high council of the old Hollywood Stake, as stake superintendent of the M. I. A. and in the stake presidencies mentioned above. He also served as ward president of the M. I. A. and as bishop of North Hollywood Ward.

Dr. Buckmiller has moved to Salt Lake from North Hollywood with his family. Dr. and Mrs. Buckmiller are the parents of five children.

INTERSTAKE DRAMA

By Ione Duncan

“I built the Salt Lake Theatre,” said Brigham Young, “to attract the young of our community and to provide amusement for the boys and girls, rather than to have them running all over creation for recreation.”

Feeling the need for such an enterprise today, each of the eleven Salt Lake City stake drama directors last September, gathered to organize a Church theatre. These stables, if present plans continue, hope to reach these objectives: to establish a legitimate stake theatre for presentation at regular intervals the best available plays on a near professional basis; to bring the Church drama program to its one-time prominence of being one of the finest drama-producing organizations in the West; to make available to the Church public many masterpieces of the stage which cannot be produced by wards or stakes because of limited facilities and talent; to finance productions through the budget or a semi-budget system; to provide a further outlet and added opportunities for those who have done outstanding work in ward and stake plays; to create an incentive for Church talent to do better work; and to raise the standard of ward and stake dramas.

It will not be the purpose of this theatre to supplant the present drama program in the wards and stakes, but rather to supplement and strengthen it. The best of their talent, in all branches of play productions, will assist at different times in this theatre.

The chief aim of the organization is to improve the quality of Church dramatic productions by improving the drama directors. Classes, open to ward and stake directors, will be given in all phases of play production. Practical experience in make-up, scene designing, directing, business management, scenery building, etc., will be gained through doing experimental plays and through aiding with the regular public productions of the organization.

We also plan to encourage the writing of original plays by testing them on our experimental stage. If they are of sufficient merit, they will be presented on the main stage.

Under the temporary name of the “M. I. A. Interstake Drama Organization,” this group presented its first play, Dear Brutus, by James M. Barrie, on January 8th and 9th. The Lake Theatre was rented for the two evenings and all seats were reserved. A special budget ticket concession was made to all the wards in Salt Lake Valley.

Whimsical and thought-provoking, this drama attempts to answer the universal question. “What would I do if I had a second chance?” It tells the story of a group of unhappy people who have been invited to spend Midsummer Eve in the home of the elf-like, merry old gentleman, Lob, who has a mysterious forest. In it, each character is given the second chance and his life is shown as it “might have been,” had he taken a different turning in the past.

Carefully chosen music throughout intensified the moods of the fantasy play, and the sets were specially designed to create the right atmosphere. The production staff included the director, assistant director, stage manager, production secretary, publicity and business manager, costume director, musical director, property manager, other assistants and electricians. They were chosen from the original group according to their abilities and interests. Although the play was managed in a professional manner, the staff and the cast cooperated in building and painting the scenery.

As I count back over the many hours we spent on this drama, I once more realize that play production is all-engrossing. Once it gets hold of you, no amount of time or drudgery seems too much. But—it’s fun!
be reasonably certain that their children are adequately cared for.

**Organize for Summer Work**

No Special Interest group officers will wish the fine association they have had during the past several months to discontinue. They will be wise, therefore, if right now they find some subject, some activities, some interests, which will hold the groups together during the summer months.

In the summer, many new members will be able to come who otherwise could not attend during the winter season. It will be less difficult to find baby tenders.

Class officers will wish to survey their own localities, discover the possibilities for new fields of interest, and organize fully so that the work will progress without running the risk of losing some members of the groups.

**Take a Page from Wasatch Stake**

From the Wasatch Stake comes a report of their Special Interest group activity. Mrs. Virginia D. Christenson tells of a social’s being held once every month or six weeks. They have held a Community Prom. One of the most successful of their outings was a banquet and dance held at Lake’s Resort, with fifty young married people in attendance. Although the ward is a small one, having a membership of only seven hundred, they have two well-attended groups.

During the summer of last year, they held several outdoor parties and also sponsored the Excursion that brought much joy and satisfaction.

**Sunday Evening Firesides**

Several stake supervisors have asked why we have discouraged Fireside Chats. The reason is that sometimes the children are neglected and allowed to roam the streets, doing things which, as Latter-day Saints, we know they shouldn’t be doing. Most of the Special Interest members are parents of families. If those families are being neglected because of the Firesides, we are not doing the right thing. Consequently we feel that the parents should perhaps be providing the social hour in their homes for the younger members of their families.

When we learn, for instance, that while the parents are in Church Firesides, some of their children are being picked up by the police for vagrancy, we feel that it is time to urge parents to remain in the home unless they can...
come to submit a rock of their own if they desire.

Rocks! Rocks! Rocks! for Little Mountain. Plan now to see that your stake is represented.

EXPLORER ARTISTS—
ARCHER WARD

When Explorers of Archer Ward, Teton Peaks Council, decided to present a play to raise funds for their charter renewal, Assistant Leader Don Liljenquist volunteered to write one for the occasion.

The play, "The Three Keys," was presented to a capacity crowd in the Archer chapel and netted a substantial financial return.

EXPLORER ATTAINMENT RECOGNITION

Stake Explorer officers are urged not to slacken their efforts to qualify for the Explorer Attainment Recognition made available by the Y. M. M. I. A. General Board.

Reports reaching the Explorer Committee indicate that several stakes have practically completed the requirements. Most recent rumors come from Tampanogos and Tooele Stakes.

Explorer leaders should analyze their membership and advancement standings and ascertain how near they are to qualifying.

The objectives of the plan are as follows:

(a) Registered Explorer troop in at least 75% of wards; a ward with twelve or more boys of Explorer age.

(b) Not less than 50% of available Explorers in stake must be registered.

(c) Not less than 25% of available Explorers in stake must have attained First Honors.

(d) Not less than 5% of available Explorers in stake must have attained Second Honors.

(e) At least 75% of registered L. D. S. Explorers in stake must be active in Aaronic Priesthood.

In Chapter 18, Log No. 10, may be found several suggestions for reaching the objectives and qualifying for the attainment certificate.

Will your stake be one of those to receive the Attainment recognition Certificate at June Conference? Try for it.

ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO

Explorer Leaders have many fine opportunities for helping Explorers meet the alcohol and tobacco problem. Here are a few suggestions:

1. Personal consultations, for which there are many opportunities in conducting the program.

2. Suggest that the Explorer consider these problems in writing his Code of Conduct and Life's Plan.

3. Group discussions.

4. Urge all Explorers to acquire the Personal Health merit Badge. Look up the requirements and see how it is related to this problem.

5. For the Explorer Leader's Minutes read or review: Section 89, Doctrine and Covenants: "Chewing In," and "The Unhappy Brood"—See 1940 M Men-Gleaner Manual.

MY STORY, LEST I FORGET

The concluding lesson on the project for this year should find you leaders ready to make the evening an especially joyous one. As suggested in the manual, it might be the opportune time to invite the mothers to the class and have them participate in the activity which is brought to a climax this evening. In addition to indicating to the mothers and mothers what success the endeavor has brought, this meeting should be indicative of the way in which the girls may continue to add to their book, to make it a living, growing activity which they wish to follow throughout their lives.

In Faith For Living, Lewis Mumford made the statement that every family should make a record to unite it and keep its progress steady. Leaders might suggest that Junior Girls who have had the experience of making this book lead out in helping make a family book.

YOU AND YOUR LIGHT

The three lessons which are to be discussed with the girls this month are the concluding lessons in the Manual: These Revelations Are For You, This Counsel Comes Direct To You, and Your Progress Is Eternal. In these lessons, the leaders have the opportunity of building an assurance in the ultimate good which will result if the girls persist in following the advice of the Lord as revealed in the Doctrine and Covenants and His continued revelation to our present-day leaders. Fortunately, we have a belief that is held by few—other than the world, and that is that the Lord continues to speak to His children. By heeding His counsel, by obeying His commandments, these girls will be safe and happy, no matter what situations may arise in the world.

PROVO STAKE JUNIOR GIRLS' TEMPLE EXCURSION

On December 7, 1940, sixty-seven Junior Girls of Provost Stake traveled to Salt Lake City in school buses for a temple excursion. From 8 a.m. to 1 p.m., the girls were bathed in turn for eight hundred names. Then within the walls of the Temple they met with them in the assembly room to answer any questions concerning temple work.

The group returned to the Hotel Utah where a banquet was served to them in the Junior Ballroom. Lovely centerpieces and favors carried out the theme of the banquet, which was "You and Your Light." This theme was also carried out in the toasts:

(1) Hello Life.

(2) You Junior Girls are Important.

(3) You and Your Light.

The hotel management then conducted a tour for the girls through all the important rooms of the Hotel Utah.
Melchizedek Priesthood
(Continued from page 233)

present briefly the succession claims of the Reorganized Church. Have someone else review the claims of Sidney Rigdon and others to leadership of the Church following the death of Joseph Smith. In the light of these presentations, defend the position of the Council of the Twelve as the leading council with power to select a successor on the death of the President of the Church. Support your defense with evidence from the Doctrine and Covenants and the substantiated statements of the Prophet Joseph. Which claim is compatible with the very nature of the Priesthood itself?

2. Interpret Doctrine and Covenants 90:3-4. What does this indicate concerning Joseph Smith's position as head of the last dispensation? What does this say concerning with whom the leadership of the Church rests at any given time?
3. Volume vii of History of the Church is titled "Apostolic Interregnum." How do the events of this period indicate that the Twelve had indeed shouldered "the burden of the Kingdom?"

LESSON LI
THE FIRST PRESIDENCY
(Read chapter 19, pp. 258-262)
1. The First Presidency as a quorum
   a. Three pleasing High Priests: hold all authority pertaining to Melchizedek Priesthood
   b. Supervise work of whole Church
   c. Disorganized on death of President

II. The First Presidency organized: a gradual development (See Supplementary Readings No. 4)
   a. First announced in November, 1831
   b. Not completed until March, 1833
   1. Joseph Smith as President
   2. Sidney Rigdon, Frederick G. Williams as counselors

III. Powers and duties of the First Presidency
   a. Doctrine and Covenants 107:8, 9, 18, 19, 64, 67, 78, 83, 91, 92; 112:30-33; 124:125
   b. Powers of appointment, nomination, presiding, sealing may be delegated
   c. Division of responsibility among First Presidency: declaration of Joseph F. Smith
   d. Meetings of the First Presidency
      1. With Council of Twelve every Thursday
      2. With Presiding Bishopric every Tuesday

IV. Church corporations
   a. Purpose
      1. For effective administration
      2. For lightening burden of the Presidency
      3. For providing against breaks due to death of officers
   b. Number and nature (see text for list of six)

V. General Council of the Church
   a. Personnel: First Presidency, Presiding Bishopric, Council of Twelve
   b. Purpose: disposition of properties

Problems and projects:
1. Distinguish between inherent authority and delegated authority as manifested in the powers and duties of the First Presidency.
2. How does the term "The Priesthood is greater than its offices" explain why it is not necessary for a man to be ordained to the Apostleship to be a counselor in the First Presidency? How does it explain why a man cannot presume to have authority to preside merely by virtue of his Priesthood?
3. Show how Church corporations lighten the work of the Presidency, make for more effective administration, and provide against any breaks due to death of administrative officers. Refute the absurd charges made against such corporations as individual wealth-accumulating schemes. Show how the Church has always followed approved business practice in caring wisely for its holdings.

Supplementary Readings
For Priesthood and Church Government

1. The leading fact to be remembered is that the Priesthood is greater than any of its offices; and that any man holding the Melchizedek Priesthood may, by virtue of its possession, perform any ordinance pertaining thereto connected therewith, when called upon to do so by one holding the proper authority, which proper authority is vested in the President of the Church, or in any person whom he may designate. Every officer in the Church is under his direction, and he is directed of God. He is also
Melchizedek Priesthood

selected of the Lord to be the head of the Church, and so becomes, when the Priesthood of the Church, (which includes its officers) and its members, shall have so accepted and upheld him. (Doctrine and Covenants, 107:22.) No man can justly presume to have authority to preside, merely by virtue of his Priesthood, as is the case with Joseph Smith of the Reorganized Church, for, in addition, he must be chosen and accepted by the Church. The reverse was the case with him. Such action was repulsed by the Twelve, the quorum in authority after the martyrdom, and by the whole Church. An office in the Priesthood is a calling like Apostle, High Priest, Seventy, Elder, and derives all its authority from the Priesthood; these offices hold different callings, but the same Priesthood. (Priesthood Manual, p. 19, 20.)

2. I recollect a statement made at a certain time by our martyred prophet Joseph, whilst I was engaged in placing the oxen beneath the font: he said to those to whom he was showing the beauty and order of this kingdom, "See this representation of the strength and power of the Twelve Apostles." I then said to him, "They are looking towards the four quarters of the earth." He answered, "Yes, I am glad the foundation is laid so that no man can overthrow or uproot it." (Millennial Star, Vol. IX, p. 30. Alexander Badlam.)

3. After the martyrdom of our beloved prophet, the Twelve Apostles stepped forward, in the magnitude of their calling, and assumed the Presidency of the Church, and, as a quorum, they led it, with President Young as president of that quorum, for several years before there was an organization of the First Presidency; and when this organization was effected, with Brigham Young as President of the Church, he continued to preside for a space of thirty-three years, until the time of his death, notwithstanding the combined efforts of the Adversary and wicked men to destroy him from off the earth. (Journal of Discourses, Vol. 19, p. 227. Wilford Woodruff.)

4. The highest council or quorum in the Church is the First Presidency. In this body reside all the known powers of Church government. When the Church was organized there was no First Presidency. It is true, Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery held the Apostleship, which gave authority under the direction of the Almighty, to build up the Kingdom of God on earth; nevertheless, there was no complete council or quorum in existence. At that time none of the offices of the Aaronic Priesthood had been made manifest, and only on the day of organization was the first office in the Melchizedek Priesthood—the Elder—conferred. This Presidency, which was now established, exercised only part of the powers belonging to the First Presidency, Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery ordained each other to the office of Elder, being so commanded, and then offered themselves to the newly organized Church as a gift from the Lord, to be their presiding Elders and spiritual guides. This was the first step toward the organization of the first council.

In the latter part of 1830, Sidney Rigdon was called by revelation to assist Joseph in his labors, especially to act as scribe. During the first thirteen months the important business of the Church, both spiritual and temporal, was transacted by conferences, Joseph and Oliver presiding. (Keeler, Church Government, p. 130.)

the Liahona, and active as missionary, editor, and writer for the Church in various capacities, died. He was born November 29, 1864, at Llanalichy, Aegina, Ireland. He was first attracted to Mormonism through the preaching of President Charles W. Penrose.

Helen Keller Receives Braille Book of Mormon

Calling upon President Heber J. Grant during a visit to Salt Lake City in March, Miss Helen Keller, deaf and blind woman remarkable for her accomplishments, received with pleasure a gift of seven volumes constituting the Book of Mormon printed in Braille. President Grant made the presentation. During a lecture and demonstration in the Tabernacle on behalf of the blind, Miss Keller, at her special request, heard Governor Herbert B. Maw relate the history of the building and describe its construction.
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THE CHURCH MOVES ON

(Concluded from page 243)

ZEBULON WILLIAM JACOBS recently received the appointment of a King's Counsel in the Province of Alberta, Canada. He was called to Canada as a missionary to assist in the construction of the Irrigation Canal by President Lorenzo Snow in the spring of 1899. He taught school for some time, after which he studied law and became the first Latter-day Saint to be admitted to the bar, in 1913. In 1917, he obtained the degree of Bachelor of Laws from the Alberta University. He was called to the Inner Bar, where he was made a King's Counsel in November, 1940.

At present he is associated as counsel to President Edward J. Wood both in the stake presidency and temple presidency at Cardston, Alberta, Canada.

Member of Church Made House Leader in Alberta

JAMES H. WALKER of Raymond, Canada, prominent member of the Church, has been installed as opposition leader of the House in the Alberta Legislature. Latter-day Saints in Alberta number about twenty thousand, or 2.5 per cent of the 800,000 population. Generally from the Warner constituency, a member of the Church has been elected to the Alberta legislature, but it was regarded as a great compliment when a member of the Church was chosen leader of the opposition in the House.

1941 CHAMPIONS OF M MEN BASKETBALL

Elder Walker, a farmer and former president of the Raymond Board of Trade, is credited with being the chief influence that gave the region a sugar beet industry. Provincial treasurer is Solon Low, and minister of lands and mines is N. Eldon Tanner, both Latter-day Saints.

Primary Pennies Provide For Children's Hospital

The annual “Birthday Penny” drive of the Primary organization, which took place the first two weeks in February, will make possible the care of several hundred children who find their way to the Primary Children’s Hospital and the L. D. S. Hospital in Salt Lake, and in other hospitals ranging north into Alberta, Canada. The money will be used exclusively for hospitalization, for physicians and surgeons provide their services free for this work.

New Branches Organized

DIVIDEND BRANCH, Santequin-Tintic Stake, and Powell Branch, Big Horn Stake, have been recently added to the list of Independent branches in the Church. Kenneth F. Cropper has been named branch leader in Dividend; presiding Elder in Powell is Eugene Christiansen.

FORMED from parts of the Mar Vista Ward, Inglewood Stake, and the Arlington Ward, Los Angeles Stake, a new branch embracing Culver City and Palms has been formed in the Inglewood Stake. Phillip H. Hearst has been appointed president.
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MORMON YOUTH IN THE HALL OF FAME

(Concluded from page 218)

the right man, his courses, his knowledge, and his personality. Dr. Wayne Woolley is a great man, a man of faith, one who has given his life to the work of the church.

The University of Alberta, through its The Gateway, pays Dr. Woolley the following tribute:

Life has not been easy for the boy from Raymond, Alberta, who has fought successfully at the critical points of his life—for Wayne Woolley is blind... How it is possible for a chemist to do such wonderful work is the story of a young man training his assistants to do the work with his brain. In every man's heart there are special places set apart for his mother and his religion. Dr. Wayne Woolley owes a great debt of gratitude to his mother, who by her faith in his ability has played no mean part in his success. The convictions of the Mormon religion, too, have given Wayne the guidance that the great usually require. His faith and his striving have been directly influenced by his church.

U. of A. has had many famous sons, but as long as chemistry continues, the name of Dr. Wayne Woolley will live on. For this reason we, the students of this institution, join together to respect and congratulate him.

BRIDGING

(Concluded from page 212)

It is only truth that counts in such vital matters as the development of a life. No matter how good our intentions, or what our beliefs or expectations, if we violate the laws of nature, which are the laws of God, in our work with boys, the results will be disappointing to us, and likely to them. We must know the boy, and we must recognize that he is the center of interest in all our Scouting program. It is his birthright we are dealing with. As he succeeds, so we succeed; as he falls, so we fail. And no amount of logic, no amount of conformity to former practices, no amount of programing in terms of adult notions, will be effective if they violate the laws governing the development of the boy himself. We must learn the facts; we must face the facts honestly and courageously; and we must act in the light of the facts as we learn them.

All this is the purpose of the Explorer program. The national program and the Church program are both broad enough to make provision for every activity necessary to meet the needs of the growing boy to develop him into a desirable type of individual citizen and

THE GAP

Latter-day Saint. An almost unlimited number of activities are suggested in the Explorer program to care for all the boys' needs in the fields we have spoken of. And the leaders of the boys are given almost unlimited scope in which to direct the activities of the boys, providing they do not lose sight of the major goals set up in the program—the welfare of the boy and of society in its broadest and best sense.

If the program falls down, it is because of our inability to understand it aright, or to apply it aright. The boy is all right. The program is all right. Our need—our great and crying need—is to get leaders with the time, the vision, and the spirit to get the boy and the program together. We need to know the boy better; we need to see our objectives clearer; and though we need to know the program better, we must never forget that just as the Sabbath was made for man and not man for the Sabbath, just so the Explorer program is made for the boy and not the boy for the program. If we can keep all this in mind, and carry out the program as is intended it shall be carried out, then, indeed, the program will bridge the gap.

RETURN

(Continued from page 205)

thing was all right. I could cry now with the others, cry with relief and joy. I was filled with a sense of pride for this thing well done.

I looked at him as he stood with his arm around Mama, the baby on his other arm, and I noticed that the collar of his broadcloth, long-tail coat was frayed, that his shirt was patched, and his trousers shiny and worn. He was thinner than he had ever been, and there were points of gray in his black hair. I knew, suddenly, that in spite of his cheer-

ful letters home, always full of hope and encouragement and "the goodness of the Lord," he had sacrificed, gone without meals even as I had done. I felt very close to him; and very, very proud of him.

I could hardly wait until we could go outside together and I could show him the garden and the barns and the animals. I could picture him saying, "That's fine, son; you have more than earned your fifty cents." And I could see him handing me the silver piece—large, shining—

(Concluded on page 246)
1941 SUMMER SESSION
AT THE
UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
OPENS JUNE 9, CLOSES JULY 18

Full schedule of regular courses in undergraduate and graduate work will be taught by the resident faculty.

Among the Visiting Faculty Members are the Following:
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Clark Shaugnessy—Football—Stanford University
Forrest Cox—Basketball—Colorado University

(The usual daily lecture program is planned)

REGULARLY SCHEDULED POST SESSION
JULY 21 TO AUGUST 15
Write for catalogue and additional information

UTAH STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
LOGAN, UTAH

Return
(Concluded from page 245)
could see myself going to the store, picking out the penny candies I would share with the other children—licorice, gum drops, jaw-breakers; buying Mama a handkerchief to pin on her dress on Sundays; something for Papa, for the baby.

I could hardly wait, but Mama and he seemed to have so many things to say to each other—Jennie’s sick spell, what the Doctor said about her heart; Jimmie’s running away several weeks before; the trip; dozens of things that they could just as well say some other time.

Finally, Mama went to start dinner, and I had a moment alone with him. I knew I must come to the point quickly before one of the other children came tugging at his leg, shouting at him.

“Papa,” I began and he turned to me, though his eyes had a sad, far-off look in them. “Papa, I’ve kept the garden and tended—to things—I’ve—”

“I know, son,” he said gravely, “Mama has written what a help you have been.” Then, he put his arm about my shoulders—just as I had imagined he would—and I could scarcely stand still for the trembling that shook me. He said solemnly, “Yes, you have helped fill a mission.”

I waited breathlessly for him to say more, but he just stood quietly, his hand pressing hard on my shoulder. I knew he had forgotten. A lump rose in my throat despite my pity and my understanding.

He made no sign of going with me, so I walked out alone, to the garden. I stood very straight because I was telling myself that I was too big to cry. For several moments I could not see anything. When things went into position before my eyes I saw the garden, green and fresh from watering; I saw furrows straight and clean of weeds.

I did not understand the emotion I felt, but later I knew I was happier than I had ever been . . . in a funny, aching sort of way.

GOSSIP
By Rose Jean Rasey

Gossip is a whirlwind
Augmented as it flies;
Always, just by accident.
Blows dirt into our eyes.
Navajo Peace

(Continued from page 215)

at a glance how the people were surrounded by the Indians, and they gave some very pointed counsel, advising the people to build and settle in a fort, treat the Indians kindly, and live their religion. The settlers were told not to scatter out over the country till other places could be established, and they were promised that if they remembered to observe this counsel, it would not be necessary for them to take the lives of the Indians, and the Lord would care for and protect the people of the colony.

It is now sixty-one years since the first settlers located in San Juan County, Utah. Many of the original pioneers have passed. Not one Indian’s life was taken by the early Mormon pioneers, and with but one sad exception, not one of the pioneers lost his life at the hands of the Indians.

As before stated, the first specific counsel given to the members of the new colony was that they should locate in forts until such time as it was considered safe by the Church authorities to scatter out on ranches. About five years after locating on the river, the Barton brothers and the Hyde family established an Indian trading post about ten miles down the San Juan River, west of Bluff, the new settlement. Amasa M. Barton was manager of the company, and all went well for a time. By extraordinary thrift and industry, the company prospered and forged ahead.

But one day two husky young Navajos came into the store, “trouble bent,” as later events proved. One of them had some beads in pawn, but some of his folks had been in since the first date of the pawn, and drawn still other merchandise on the beads, and for this the young fellow refused to make payment. Mr. Barton tried good-naturedly to pacify the Indians, but they were sullen and ugly, and one of them, taking him by surprise, grabbed him from behind and attempted to hold him fast while the other shot him with a small calibre pistol. Of the two shots thus fired, one took effect in Mr. Barton’s head, but the other, missing its mark, lodged in the heart of the fellow holding him. The Navajo, thus mortally wounded, succeeded in walking out of the store where he dropped dead in less than (Continued on page 248)
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(Continued from page 247)
a minute. The first shot left Amasa Barton in a dazed condition, and the remaining Navajo, after seeing that he had killed his own companion, fired another shot into the fallen storekeeper's head and fled into the reservation.

There being no other menfolk at the post, Mr. Barton's wife, and her mother, Mrs. Hyde, sent a friendly Pahute in haste to Bluff, where President Platte D. Lyman and the writer answered the call and returned to the place of the trouble. Before their arrival, however, several Navajos came from across the river, removed the body of their friend, and looted the store, taking with them all they could carry.

A week of bitter sadness followed this tragedy. Our poor friend, Amasa, lay unconscious and suffering, while the Navajos gathered on a high mesa across the river in plain view, and apparently became more excited every day. For some reason unknown to us, they fired their guns at frequent intervals, and this demonstration continued several days. At night they would build fires and stand or lie by them till morning.

One day we noticed an Indian leave the crowd and start down the high bluff, coming straight for the post. He was alone and that looked good to us. Under ordinary conditions the sight of our friend Tom Holliday walking boldly up the river bank towards us would not have meant much, but what the appearance of our manly friend meant to us just at that time in our peril, is almost too sacred to attempt to tell. There are some things that the Good Father of us all brings about in working out "His sovereign will," and all we can say is that he was our "Friend in need."

The first words of Tom Holliday were: "I come to see what is the trouble between my friends, and to see if I cannot do something to help make peace."

The four or five men and six women who had kept vigil over our wounded brother for days and nights at this lonely trading post, with the hundreds of Indians acting so strangely all around, accepted the visit of our stalwart friend as a direct interposition of a kind Providence. As soon as Holliday found out the true condition of our camp, and ate lunch, he went back to his people across the river, and advised them to
NAVAJO PEACE

return to their homes. He told them we were not on the war path, and that if any trouble came to them, it would be from Washington, D. C., and it would not come till some time in the future, if at all. The Indians took our peacemaker’s advice and scattered for their homes; Holliday returned to the post and stayed with us a day or two.

Amasa Barton lingered in a dazed condition seven days without sleep, before passing away. As is usual in very serious trouble, the women of our party stood up under the strain of that trying time better than we men folk. The remains were taken to Bluff, where services were held and the body placed in the cemetery there.

A few weeks later, about one hundred Navajos came into Bluff with their war paint and guns and demanded a war council. There were but three grown men in town: Bishop Jense Nielson, John Allan, Jr., and the writer, who acted as interpreter. The Indians were told that if they would dismount and stack their guns, we would consent to hold a council, otherwise they could return to their homes till they were ready to meet us as friends should meet, on equal terms.

Some of the older heads saw the point and stacked their guns as requested, but the majority remained sullen. We insisted that our request was right, and that it was final; they must do as we suggested or withdraw. Then they gave up a few at a time till all that were armed had submitted, and the council proceeded.

In answer to their questions as to what we intended to do about the killing at the Barton-Hyde Post, we gave them to understand that we would not do any fighting, that we were not soldiers, that our business was to farm and raise stock, and that we were trying to teach all men—red, white, or black—to live in peace. But we told them, too, that all Americans paid taxes to the general government, and in case there were Navajos, Utes, Mexicans, negroes, or white people who would not obey the law and pursue the ways of peace, our big men at Washington had trained fighting men ready to go anywhere and do the fighting for all peaceful Americans; and in case the Navajos would not now listen to our offers of friendship, and preferred to fight, we would notify the big men at Washington, and soldiers would be sent in to fight it out with them. On the other hand, if they wanted to talk it over as sensible people, the government would send in wise men to confer with the leading men of the Navajos, and settle it in a peaceable way.

This latter proposal got over to them at just the right stage of the pow wow, and that party of Navajo warriors was completely whipped, suit for peace, and ready for the long pipe.

The San Juan pioneers were more than willing to give the Lord full credit for leading us safely out of these and other perils, to thank Him for inspiring our leaders to send faithful Indian-scout missionaries to the Indians where the foundation of peace was laid, and thankful also for our old friend Tom Holliday, who appeared on the scene in the darkest moment of trouble to prove himself “a friend in deed.”

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH - SUMMER SESSION, 1941
JUNE 16 TO JULY 23: POST SESSION - JULY 28 TO AUGUST 22
M. I. A. WORKERS

will find a wide selection of pleasant and profitable courses available to them, with or without college credit; for example:

Art 126, Appreciation of Art and Beauty in Everyday Living;
Zoology 120, A Study of Birds, emphasizing those found locally;
Education 216, School Discipline—development of group cooperation;
Home Economics 101, Health and Nutrition;
Music 121, History and Literature of Music;
Physical Education 195, Recreational Physical Activities.

VISITING FACULTY

The out-of-state visiting faculty will include the following eminent educators: PHILIP M. BUCK, JR., Chairman, Department of Comparative Literature, University of Wisconsin; WILLIAM COWAN, Coordinator of Curriculum, Los Angeles County Schools; EVA M. JESSUP, Instructor, Commercial Subjects, Los Angeles Public Schools; RUTH S. DAHLKE, Instructor in Dancing, Winnetka, Illinois; Public Schools; GRAHAM STUART, Professor of Political Science, Stanford University; HAROLD S. TUTTLE, Professor of Education, College of the City of New York.

The Summer Session Bulletin, ready for distribution about April 1st, gives full information concerning credit, fees, etc., lists and describes briefly ALL courses offered; names the local and visiting faculty. The public is cordially invited to the lectures, book reviews, and musical programs provided daily the first five weeks at 11:00 a.m. in Kingsbury Hall.

If you do not regularly receive a copy of the Summer Session Bulletin, request a copy of

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH - Salt Lake City, Utah
BIOCHEMISTRY AND ALCOHOLIC RECREATION

Of the higher thought centers of the brain so that simple activity will suffice for amusement. There is an element of grim humor in the picture of a world in which men use the marvel of intellect to win success and time for leisure and recreation, and then in that time, so hard won, deliberately lock up with alcohol their greatest source of enjoyment, and seek fun in half-consciousness.

The apparent object of those who advocate the moderate use of alcohol is to drink only often enough to replace the alcohol naturally eliminated by the body and thus remain in a carefree, happy state for the duration of a social occasion. While the drinker can tell when the effect of a cocktail is wearing off he cannot always tell when it is becoming too strong: if he takes too many, the power of judgment is destroyed so that he becomes powerless to recognize severe intoxication or to halt it. It is this pitfall of overindulgence which is still generally held to be the most dangerous problem associated with the use of alcohol. Advocates of moderation contend that with a little time people can get used to having liquor and learn to control it. The biochemist points out that sanity depends, among other things, upon the chemical stability of the nervous system.

This state of stability is different for each person and will be affected more sharply by alcohol for some than for others. The absorption and elimination of alcohol by the body fluids vary greatly even for a single person, being affected by eating and exercising as well as other activities. The biochemist must conclude with the support of the psychiatrist, who reports the actual cases, that there will always be some members of society who cannot tolerate alcohol. In the case of the sensitive person, the powers of judgment in the brain are so quickly anesthetized that he is not aware of intoxication and therefore has no will to stop drinking.

Other individuals apparently have never been comfortable in their social environment, so that when they use alcohol and revert to youth or childhood, they do not reach a state of comfort, and consequently drink themselves into a state of forgetfulness and become hopeless addicts. For this section of society, there is no middle ground: it is simply total abstinence or drunkenness. Those who support the alcohol industry cannot shirk the responsibility for its effect upon those who cannot tolerate the drug. It is actually impossible to say with any assurance as so many have said, "Oh, have a little drink; one drink never hurt anybody."

Is the danger of over-indulgence confined largely to those who are sensitive to alcohol and to those who have failed to make a happy adjustment in their social environment? The answer based upon biochemical study is "No!" The human body itself produces substances which affect the stability of the nervous system in much the same way that it is affected by alcohol. Thus the nervous system may be temporarily thrown out of balance by shock resulting from severe strain or it may be permanently out of balance due to abnormal glandular activity. Permanent or recurrent irrational behavior is called insanity, while the temporary condition is termed nervous shock. Nervous shock often follows the tragic or disappointing experiences of life such as the loss of a loved one, severe sickness in the home, or business failure. Hysteria, loss of memory, of muscular coordination, and other abnormal conditions are largely the result of the chemical unbalance produced in the nervous system.

It logically follows that if a person who has been under severe strain or who has suffered a shock takes alcohol even in small amounts to "let down" and relieve the tension, the effect of the alcohol added to the effect of his self-producing destabilizing agents may easily and quickly destroy his power of judgment so that he will not be aware of intoxication or have the power to stop drinking. Again, numerous case histories of acute alcoholism support this conclusion. Moderate use of alcohol may change to excessive use during periods of emotional stress or severe nervous strain. But here it must be emphasized, these are the shocks of life which may wait around the corner for any man at any day or any hour. It must be concluded that no person who uses alcohol in moderation can be assured that he can meet the shocks of life and continue to maintain moderation; not because of the lack of will but because of the nature of the drug!
MILLIONS OF LAMB DINNERS
start at "Dutch" Wardlaw’s ranch

Just across the Rio Grande River from Mexico—at Del Rio—I checked in with C. B. Wardlaw, a sheepman of 35 years experience. He was 1940 president of the National Wool Growers Association and is a former president of the Texas Sheep and Goat Raisers Association. Together with his partner, C. H. Whitehead, six-foot-two "Dutch" Wardlaw owns two sheep ranches which spread into three counties, cover more than 112 square miles.

"We raise about 12,000 lambs yearly on our two ranches," Mr. Wardlaw told me. "All wether lambs are sold as feeders, along with about 15% ewes we have culled out. The bulk of our ewes are kept for replacements and we hold them six or seven years." Around 25,000 sheep are sheared yearly on the Wardlaw-Whitehead ranches. No wool is held on the ranches—practically every pound produced in this area is stored in a warehouse until sold.

Oscar, a smart goat, is here shown leading feeder lambs onto a two-decker truck for shipment. All wether lambs are sold as feeders.

WHAT ABOUT water, Mr. Wardlaw? "Our sheep get plenty of water. We pump it up from wells operated by windmills."

Feed costs run high? "Right on our own range you will find mesquite grass, live oak, shin oak, Juajilla, Sotol, Cenizo brush. Only in the driest years do we need to give our sheep feed besides what they get on the range."

How about labor? "Our land is fenced off into pastures of from 1,000 to 2,000 acres with sheep-tight mesh wire. With these fenced ranges our labor costs are very low—one man on horseback can usually handle from 8,000 to 10,000 acres."

What are your ideas on marketing? "Like every business we have our marketing problems and price ups and downs. On the production end we’ve developed a medium-weight feeder lamb of the type many feeders have been demanding. We’re making progress on the selling end, too, with the help of Safeway and other food chains. Safeway is helping to get more people eating lamb by advertising lamb regularly. Those producer-consumer lamb drives put on by Safeway and the other chain stores have given us a real marketing lift. In the National Wool Growers Association’s ‘eat more lamb’ campaign I know the Safeway folks have cooperated one hundred percent."

Here’s display banner used by Safeway stores during one of the producer-consumer lamb drives referred to here by Mr. Wardlaw.

YOUR SAFeway RANCH AND FARM REPORTER
BIOCHEMISTRY AND ALCOHOLIC RECREATION

(Concluded from page 250)

Finally, the antagonism of alcohol to morality has long been recognized. The chemistry of alcoholism emphasizes this incompatibility and its inherent danger to society. Among the thought patterns in the brain which are blotted out by the action of alcohol are those associated with appetites. Nature has made the sex impulse among the strongest of the natural appetites. As the concentration of alcohol increases in the nervous system, the wall of intelligent and spiritually stabilized restraint must inevitably crumble and disappear. It is no longer a matter of training, of pride, or of refinement; it is reduced to simple chemistry. Wherever the use of alcohol becomes widespread, loose sexual relations must follow with all the misery of shattered lives, broken homes, disease, and degradation. Even without the records of social agencies to testify, the statement could hardly be contested, since only two facts are concerned, both established experimentally:

1. Alcohol tends to eliminate intellect from recreation in an amount proportional to the alcohol consumed.
2. A fraction of the population cannot tolerate alcohol or control its use, but soon becomes subject to addiction and drunkenness.
3. Nervous strain or shock tends to unbalance the nervous system in such a way that a moderate user of alcohol may easily lose control of drinking and become an alcoholic.

It is easy to believe that boats of this size would be buried many times in the sea, for they were small, probably not more than a hundred feet long, with a cargo of between seventy and ninety tons, negotiating the Pacific Ocean with waves, at times, over fifty feet high.

Their mode of travel from the shores of Asia was in barges "upon the waters," and their motivated power was furnished by "furious winds." Quite probably their route was in the Japan Current, which travels from east to west at a rate of between twelve and twenty-one miles per day, and if the Pacific is about seven thousand miles across, the "three hundred and forty and four days" that they were upon the water would be pretty well consumed. They disembarked near the land called Desolation by the Nephites, "it being the place of their first landing."
Evidences and Reconciliations

(Continued from page 225)

one must cancel out the effect of the Fall.

It was one of the tasks of Jesus Christ to effect this return of body to spirit. He was born of a mortal woman, but begotten by God, an eternal Being. Hence, He was both man and God, of earth and of heaven. By His death and subsequent resurrection, the bodies of all men, laid in the grave by Adam’s act, were or will be raised into eternal life. This is the atonement of Jesus the Christ. The death of Jesus, who had immortality within His reach, was not as the death of mortal men. Just how His death brought about the resurrection is not known, and, as with the “Fall,” is probably beyond human understanding.

Yet, vicarious acts, faintly comparable to the vicarious acts of Jesus and Adam, appear in daily life. One man may for certain purposes cut the wires that supply a city with light, leaving multitudes to find their way in darkness. Another man may reunite the wires, and again flood the city with light. The cutting of the wires, and especially the reuniting of them, is often done with peril to life. Jesus died that men, all men, may recover their earthly bodies from the grave. Despite our frailties, follies, or sins, our bodies will be raised from the grave and given to the waiting spirits. Every person born into the world will be so resurrected. The separation of our earth-bodies through Adam’s act is cancelled out by Jesus, in his willingness to pass through death and the resurrection.

Men must do many things to win salvation in the Kingdom of God. Jesus, the Christ, as head of the Plan of Salvation, under His Father, has many duties to perform for the blessing of man: and consequently has many titles. He is known as our Elder Brother, our Redeemer, our Advocate with the Father, each title meriting special discussion. His compensation for Adam’s necessary act, by which He brought about the resurrection, is the most direct meaning of His title, Redeemer.

The “Fall of Adam” and the atonement of Jesus Christ are necessary key concepts of the Gospel. Christianity stands or falls with them. Neither of these concepts can be understood except as they are placed in their proper places in the whole Plan of Salvation. Yet we know that they were equally 

(Concluded on page 255)
SOLUTION OF MARCH PUZZLE

You Get
Double Value

from your subscription to THE IMPROVEMENT ERA, and other Church publications, when you preserve your magazines in permanently bound volumes. Send your back numbers to us now!

During April

We will return them to you postpaid, attractively and durably bound in cloth, stamped in gold.

Improvement Era .................. $2.00
Relief Society Magazine .......... 1.50
Children's Friend .................. 2.00
Instructor .......................... 1.50

per volume

The Deseret News Press

29 Richards Street
Salt Lake City, Utah

"Pioneer Printers and Binders of the West"

Scriptural Crossword Puzzle—Shushan's Lovely Queen

"And let the maiden which pleaseth the king be queen instead of Vashti. And the thing pleased the king; and he did so."—Esth. 2:4.

ACROSS

1 "the maid was fair... beautiful"
4 "he set... royal crown upon her head and made her queen"
7 "And the... said unto Esther"
11 "... sat on the throne of his kingdom, which was in Shushan the palace"
14 Extinct bird
15 "if a man shall dig a..."
16 Pair
17 Resounded
19 "and sin as it were with a..."
21 Screw pine
22 "because the Lord... Israel!"
25 "Shushan's Lovely Queen"
27 Coin of Peru; ride on (anag.)
29 From
30 "over... hundred and seven and twenty provinces"
31 Printer's measure
32 Exclamation of disgust

DOWN

1 Descendant of Gad 1 Chron. 5:15
2 Native sodium carbonate
3 Repeat sign in music
4 Ship worms
5 Part of the day
6 Feminine name
8 "There is yet one man, Micaiah..."
9 "... son of...
1 Kings 22:8
10 New Testament form of Noah
11 "country of the... which is over against Galilee. Luke 8:26
12 "strong and... for war"
13 "a large... room furnished"
15 "fill the waters in the..."
18 "whosoever shall... this word"
20 "And Esther set Mordecai... the house of Haman"
22 Marine fish
24 "planted a garden eastward..."
26 "all that handle the..."
29 "there is... law of his, to put him to death"
31 "every perfect gift is from..."
32 "Go, gather together... the Jews"
35 "The adversary and enemy is this wicked..."
36 Mountain or high place
37 Size of shot
38 "extol him that rideth upon the heavens by his name..."
39 "bore his ears through with..."
41 "... came before the king; for Esther had told what he was to her"
42 New England state
43 "seal it with... king's ring"
46 "out of the house of the... unto the king's house"

Our Text from Esther is 1, 4, 7, 22, 23, 37, 39, 55, and 56 combined.

25 "Mordecai, who had taken her for his..."
29 American author
30 Time
32 "Son of Noah"
34 Against
35 Oil
38 The soul (Egypt. Relig.)
40 Note
47 "and fell down... his feet"
48 City in Maine
49 "they cast... that is, the lot, before Haman from day to day"
47 "he had told them that he was a..."
50 "bored a hole in the... of it"
51 Sinai was one
52 "... that men would praise the Lord"
53 That is
Evidences and Reconciliations

(Concluded from page 253)

necessary, as are the beginning and end of a journey.

Adam and Eve, who began the earth work in sacrifice and courage, are the greatest and noblest of the human race. Jesus, the Christ, our Master and Brother, who gave His very life for man, is the great divine Leader of the Plan formulated by God for man's good. In His name, through the appointment of the Father, are done all things pertaining to the earth and the race of men.

(A full discussion of this subject is found in President John Taylor's The Mediation and Atonement of Our Lord, Jesus Christ.)—J. A. W.

The Editor's Page

(Concluded from page 203)

I told the people in Tooele County, in that seven-and-one-half-minute speech, that there should not be a man in Tooele County who had no more means than I had who would do more for building meetinghouses, who would do more for any public enterprise in that county, than I would do; that there should not be a man in that county who would live the Word of Wisdom more strictly than I would; that we should not be a man there who would be a more conscientious tithepayer; and that I would do everything the equal of any other man, as far as my ability would allow me to do, that I required of any other man. I am a firm believer in saying "Come on" instead of saying "Go."

They may have sung there that day—I am inclined to think they did — "We Thank Thee, O God, For a Prophet." I have traveled six solid weeks at a time in different settlements and heard, "We Thank Thee, O God, For a Prophet," sung in every one of them; and I have thought time and time again that there were any number of Latter-day Saints who ought to put a postscript on it and say, "We thank thee, O God, for a Prophet, to guide us in these latter days, provided he guides us the way we want to be guided."

Of course things in or out of the Church do not always go to please us, personally, but the thing for each and every individual to do is to make up his or her mind that he or she is going to do the thing the Lord would like rather than making himself unhappy by seeking cause for criticism.

ROYAL GELATIN DESSERTS
Seven popular flavors. Pure, delicious gelatin for tasty, colorful desserts. Also Royal Salad Gelatin, which has a meat-like flavor (not sweet), and is ideal for jellied soups and moulded salads.

ROYAL PUDDINGS
Chocolate, Butterscotch, Vanilla Puddings and Royal Vanilla Tapioca. Rich, smooth, creamy puddings that are easy to make.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER
The only nationally-distributed baking powder made with cream of tartar. For fluffy cakes and grand biscuits.

FLEISCHMANN’S YEAST
—The All-Purpose Yeast for Household Use.
Now — drink this famous food to your health, in plain, cool, tomato juice, milk or water. You’ll like it!
CORRECTION

THE birthday of Elder George F. Richards of the Council of the Twelve falls on February 23, not on February 27 as erroneously announced in the Era for March, 1941, p. 157. (See also picture of George F. Richards Family, page 221.)

Sinc—ERA—ly Speaking

Wife: "We should subscribe to the Era. Tis only two dollars per ERA; The best we can read will apEra. Each month in the Improvement Era." Thus quoth our good sister, VERA.

Hubby: 
"You're right, we'll have it, my dERA. The Voice of the Church we will kERA; So now rest at ease, my dear VERA. For I've already paid for the ERA."

Dear Brethren:

PORTOLA BRANCH needs more than the average allotment of order books because we have many members and friends who value good reading each month more than they do two dollars. Most of the success Portola is having in our Era campaign this year and in past years is due to this fine cooperation on the part of these fine people.

If we can get an Era in every home and also find some way to get them to read their Eras, then we can say, "Well done."

Yours respectfully,
Kermit Maxwell,
Era Director.

Dear Editor:

YOUR magazine is doing a great work in my home. My husband is an agnostic, and the Era is the only religious magazine he will read. He remarks that those who write for the Era on religious topics know "what they are talking about." My boys enjoy it, and I certainly admire it.

S. M.

San Leandro, Calif.

Dear Brother:

ENCLOSED please find P. O. M. O. for my year's subscription to the 1941 Improvement Era, beginning with the January number.

I am keenly anticipating the information and instruction the Era is going to have for us this year, for it is and is going to be an exceptional year and we shall need that "lamp to our feet" where so much print is rubbish.

Sarah E. Pearson.

Lynn, Mass.

Mr. Heber J. Grant, Editor.

Dear Sir:

While reading your magazine in the Lynn Public Library, I was greatly pleased to note that you carried no liquor or cigarette "ads" and that you were very outspoken about liquor. For that reason I am taking the liberty of sending you an article explaining how the city of Lynn back in the "Gny Nineties," fought the liquor business tooth and nail, year after year and often succeeded in keeping the saloon out.

Merton Speed.

A graduate student here from West Virginia who is writing a thesis on religious publications informs me that our magazines and newspapers are far ahead of those of other denominations. . . . The Era especially.

William B. Ward.
Assistant, Agricultural Journalism Dept.

HABIT?

An invitation to dinner had been sent to a newly-settled physician, and in reply the hostess received a letter so hopefully scrawled that she was unable to make out whether it was an acceptance or otherwise.

"Take it to the druggist," said her husband. "Druggists can always read doctors' writing, no matter how bad it is."

She did so. After looking at the letter a moment, the druggist went to the rear of his store. In five minutes he returned with a bottle.

"There you are, ma'am," he said; "that will be fifty cents."

AYE, AYE, SIR!

"Dearest," said the new husband to his bride, "do you really think I'll prove a satisfactory mate?"

"Oh, you'll do for a mate all right," answered his precious girl. "Now look me over and tell me what you think of your captain."

CHILLING INDEED

Betty: "Mother, I got 45 in arithmetic, 75 in spelling, but I knocked them cold in geography."

Mother: "That's fine. What did you get?"

Betty: "Zero."

TRUTH WILL OUT

Teacher: "Sammy, can you tell me who is the speaker of the House?"

Sammy: "At our house it's Ma. mostly."

BETTER THAN HE THOUGHT

Businessman: "What do you do with all these pictures you paint?"

Modernistic artist: "Why, sell them!"

Businessman: "What! Name your terms! I've been looking for a salesman like you for years."

MODESTY

Judge: "Have you anything to say before I sentence you?"

Prisoner: "Nothing, your honor, except that it takes very little to please me."

TOO TRUE

Teacher: "Now, boys, if Napoleon were still alive today, what do you think he would be doing?"

Smart Alec: "Drawing the old-age pension, sir."

THE PRACTICAL SIDE OF IT

An old farmer was complaining bitterly to the minister of the terribly bad weather for the crops when the latter reminded him that he had much to be grateful for all the same.

"And remember," said the good man, "Providence cares for all. Even the birds of the air are fed each day."

"Yes," replied the farmer darkly, "off my corn."

BE GRATEFUL

"Really, gentlemen," said the candidate, "with all this uproar I can hardly hear myself speak."

"Well, cheer up," shouted a man, "you aren't missing much."
More than a hundred years have poured significant meaning into the term General Conference. From Palmyra to Nauvoo—on through the conquest of the valleys of the mountains, this central gathering has accumulated a wealth of tradition.

Today the mighty voice of KSL carries the inspiring word of the General Church Authorities to the thousands of members of the faith.

Thus a tradition is broadened.
Castles in the Air

To dream of security for yourself and family and then make your dreams come true... to build "castles in the air" that turn into real castles of brick and stone, of happiness and prosperity: a home of your own, an education for your children, an old-age fund for you to retire on when your earning days are spent... these are the rewards of a well-planned LIFE INSURANCE PROGRAM

BENEFICIAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Heber J. Grant, Pres. Salt Lake City, Utah